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Abstract

An Elcctrohydraulic Discharge Process (EHD) for the treatment of hazardous
chemical wastes in water has been developed. Liquid waste in a 4 l EHD reactor is
directly exposed to high-energy pulsed electrical discharges between two submerged
electrodes. The high-temperature (>14,000 K) plasma channel created by an EHD
discharge emits ultraviolet radiation, and produces an intense shock wave as it
expands against the surrounding water. A simulation of the EHD process is presented
along with experimental results. The simulation assumes a uniform plasma channel
with a plasma that obeys the ideal gas law and the Spitzer conductivity law. The
results agree with previously published data. The simulation is used to predict the
total energy efficiency, energy partitioning, maximum plasma channel temperature
and pressure for the Caltech Pulsed Power Facility (CPPF). The simulation shows
that capacitance, initial voltage and gap length can be used to control the efficiency of
the discharge.
The oxidative degradation of 4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 3,4-dichloroaniline (3,4DCA), and 2,4,6 trinitrotoluene (TN1) in an EHD reactor was explored. The initial

rates of degradation for the three substrates are described by a first-order rate
equation, where k0 is the zero-order rate constant that accounts for direct photolysis;
and k 1 is the first-order term that accounts for oxidation in the plasma channel region.
For 4-CP in the 4.0 l reactor, the values of the e two rate constants are k0

= 0.73 ±

0 .08 µM , and k 1=(9.4 ± 1.4) x 10-4. For a 200 µM 4-CP solution this corresponds to

vu
an overall intrinsic zero-order rate constant of 0.022 M

s·', and a G-value of

4.45 x 10·3.
Ozone increases the rate and extent of degradation of the substrates in the
EHD reactor. Combined £HD/ozone treatment of a I 60 µM TNT solution resulted in

the complete degradation of TNT, and a 34 % reduction of the total organic carbon
(TOC). The intrinsic initial rate constant of TNT degradation was 0.024 M s·'. The

results of these experiments demonstrate the potential application of the EHD process
for the treatment of hazardous wastes.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The eJim ination of toxic and hazardous chemical substances such as halogenated
hydrocarbons from waste effluents and previousJy contaminated sites has become a
major nalional and international concern. Each year, as many as 14,000 installations
in the United States generate more than 540 million metric tons of hazardous solid
and liquid waste. Some of the hazardous wastes that are stored in holding ponds or
discharged within landfills eventually contaminate ground and surface waters.
Groundwater contamination is likely to be the primary source of human contact with
toxic chem icals. Some specific chemical compounds of interest are: 4-chlorophenol,
pentachJorophenol,

trichloroethylene (TCE) , perchloroethylene (PCE),

carbon

tetrachJoride, PCB's, dioxins, dibenzofurans, chJoroform, methylene chJoride,
ethylenedibromide, vinyl chloride, ethylene dichJoride, methyl chJoroform, pchJorobenzene, and hexachlorocyclopentadiene.

The occurrence of chlorinated

hydrocarbons and chlorofluorocarbons and other grease-cutting agents in soils and
groundwaters is widespread.

These environmental problems have sparked a renewed interest in novel
technologies for toxic waste remediation known as advanced oxidation technologies
(AOTs).

Some modern approaches beyond conventional physiochemical treatment

and high temperature incineration that have been applied at a commercial JeveJ
include chemical oxidation with UV light, membrane separation, activated carbon
adsorption, substrate-specific biodegration and anaerobic digestion, amended
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activated sludge digestion, and fixed-bed high-temperature catalytic reactors. Some
newer technologies that exist at an experimental stage include electron beam
bombardment, super-critical fluid extraction and oxidation, steam gasification,
ultrasonic degradation, and semiconductor photocatalysis.

Several AOTs involve the introduction of energy into aqueous solution via nonthermal processes.

Ti02 photocatalysis [l], electron-beam irradiation (2,3],

sonochemistry (4-7), and UV/03/H20 2 photolysis (8) are examples of this strategy.
One novel technique which has just started to be explored in this regard is the use of
pulsed-plasma discharges in aqueous solutions.

The electrohydraulic discharge

process (EHD) is a non-thermal treatment technology that injects energy into an
aqueous solution through a plasma channel formed by a high-current/high-voltage
electrical discharge between two submersed electrodes [9-15). The EHD process
induces a variety of physical effects that may be exploited for the breakdown of
chemical compounds dissolved or suspended in water.

They include a high-

temperature, high-pressure plasma, an exploding gas-plasma bubble, shock waves,
and electromagnetic radiation, including UV and VUV rays.

We have initiated an investigation of the·EHD process in the context of hazardous
waste remediation. The goal of this program is to measure the chemical effects of
pulsed-plasma discharges on selected compounds and to determine the physical origin
of induced chemical changes. In this thesis, we use a mathematical simulation to
explore the physical nature of extreme conditions that occur during pulsed plasma
discharge.

We also examine the chemical mechanisms associated with these

conditions using the Caltech Pulsed Power Facility (CPPF) This facility consists of a
large reactor and electronics capable of generating the pulses necessary to induce
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electrohydraulic discharges. The goal is to evaluate the EHD process as a method for
the treatment of hazardous wastes.

We are motivated by the potential application of the EHD process technology for
the rapid degradation of a wide range of halogenated hydrocarbons in water. Present
techniques are not totally effective, they are very often cost-intensive and
inconvenient to apply to mixed solid-liquid waste, and they are not readily adapted to
a wide variety of conditions. EHD process techniques have the potential to be more
efficient and adaptable, and appear to be ideally suited for solid-liquid solutions. In
addition,

EHD technology may be readily coupled with existing technologies to

maximize overall treatment efficiency [32].

1.2 General Background

The EHD process [18-26] is a technology that has the potential for the cost-effective
treatment of hazardous waste.

This process is an adaptation of an existing

technology which has been used in a variety of other applications such as in the
manufacture of beer cans and automobile springs [ 16] and in the destruction of kidney
stones via focused high-pressure shock waves [ 18,27 ,28].

Pulsed-plasma discharge

systems have also been used to knock barnacles off marine structures, to form high
strength metal alloys, to simulate underwater explosions [15], and to pressure-test
can non bores.

Pulsed-power discharge into water or water-solid slurries is an electrohydraulic
phenomenon characterized by a periodic rapid release of accumulated electrical
energy across a submerged electrode gap.

A typical pulsed-power system is

illustrated schematically in Figure 1.1 where the discharge circuit is represented by an
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RLC circuit. The power source is a bank of charged capacitors capable of delivering
a high voltage, high amperage electrical current to the submerged electrodes. Each
electrical discharge produces a short burst of energy at a high power density within
the electrode gap, generating a channel containing a highly ionized and pressurized
plasma that has the ability to transfer energy to wastewater via dissociation,
excitation, and ionization (e. g. H20+, eaq• · OH, H , etc. ) with a corresponding
increase in temperature.

The plasma produces electromagnetic radfation (typically

UV to VUV depending on the amount of energy released) and a high pressure shock
wave as it expands and does work against the surrounding fluid . A second shock
wave also emanates from the collapse and re-expansion of the gas bubble that appears
after the discharge ceases and the plasma cools off [ 15). If the propagating shock
waves are reflected back from either a free surface or from a material with a different
acoustic impedance, intense cavitation occurs [30] with the associated chemical
changes known from the field of sonochemistry. Thus, a pulsed-power discharge in
water provides a hjghly efficient method for promoting pyrolytic, · OH radical,
aquated electron and UV-promoted reactions in water or soil-water slurries.

Additional reaction pathways are likely to result from the direct reactions of the
hydrated electrons [31] due to the release of high energy UV radiation from the
energized plasma. In addition, the intense cavitation events induced by the shock
waves emanating from the plasma discharge can be used to destroy halogenated
hydrocarbons by sonochemical mechanisms, and to disinfect wastewater by killing
bacteria and viruses (20-23 ). In addition, the EHD process also has the potential to
separate suspended and dissolved solids from water due to the rapidly expanding and
cooling plasma gases present inside the post-discharge bubble with the chemical
substrates of interest, and from indirect production of · OH radicals and extremely
high pressures which dramatically shift chemical equilibria.

If very high e nergy
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discharges takes place in a small enough reactor at short intervals, there is also the
possibi lity for water to exist in the supercritical phase long enough to aJlow supercritical Ouid oxidation [28).

Spark Gap
Switch

+

v

c

Discharge
Circuit

Discharge
Chamber

Shock Fronts
Figure 1.1
Typical Setup for generating pulsed plasma discharges. A capacitor
bank C is charged Lo the desired voltage. The circuit is then
discharged across an underwater spark gap. To ensure efficient shock
wave production, a fast spark gap s~itch is used to close the circuit.

The decontaminating effects of the EHD generated UV radiation and shock waves
on liquids have been studied previously [20-23) in the context of the removal of
micro-organisms. Jn these cases, UV radiation was found [20-23) Lo play the central
role in decontamination, while

the

hock waves were determined to have no

decontaminating effects. However, Gilli land and Speck [22) were able to measure
some specific chemical effects due to shock waves. Unfortunately, this study was
limited in that only very weak shock waves($; 100 bars) were used. In addition, none
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of these stuclies considered cavitation as one of the possible physical mechanisms for
bactericide or chemical effects. Hence, these studies are only of limited value in a full
understanding of the mechanisms leading to chemical breakdown using the Caltech
Pulsed Power Facility.

The Caltech Pulsed Power Facility (CPPF) has electronics capable of generating
efficient shock waves and UY producing discharges over a broad range of energies.
The CPPF is similar to systems which have been built specifically for the purpose of
metal forming, barnacle removal off marine structures, forming high strength metal
alloys (16], electrohydraulic pumping, and pressure-testing cannon bores. The CPPF
system allows the variation of energy from 500 joules to 32 kilojoules per discharge
by varying the charging voltage from 5 to 25 kV. In principle, the capacitance can
also be changed from 15 to 135 µFin 15 µF steps, but such changes require that other
circuit parameters be updated as well.

1.3 Research Objectives

In this study, a general model is proposed to predict the manner in which the energy

partitions into the various processes of the· underwater discharge. The model should
be simple to use and should generate insight into the details of the physical processes
involved in the energy transfer phase. Such a thorough understanding of the physics
of the underwater discharge is necessary to fully understand and optimize the
chemical changes it induces.

The model allows us to simulate the plasma channel dynamics, and can be used to
reconstruct a complete picture of the physical effects generated by the discharge using
only a limited set of physical measurements which are practical in an industrial
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setting.

The model will be developed on the basis of current knowledge of the

behavior of the cold plasmas that are typically found in underwater discharges.

1.4 Approach

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the remaining chapters of this
thesis.

A derivation of the ordinary, non-linear equations that predict the plasma

channel dynamics is presented in Chapter 2. The main physical principles from fluid
mechanics and plasma physics on which the derivation is based are summarized in the
appendices for quick reference. The numerical solutions of the equations that make
up the simulation are presented in Chapter 3, where the results are also compared to
previously published experimental data [9, 11 ].

Chapter 4 outlines an analytical

solution to the equations derived in Chapter 2 under simplified assumptions.

In Chapter 5, the simulation is applied to make predictions for the Caltech pulsed
power facility. The energy partition and maximum pressures and temperatures as a
function of different EHD parameters are presented.

These results show how to

control and vary the electromagnetic and shock wave radiation intensity, and
exploding bubble size in order to optimize the chemical effects for different classes of
compounds.

Chapter 6 describes the Caltech pulsed power facility and the data acquisition
system, and presents experimental results which focus primarily on radiation effects
and the plasma channel itself.

Some preliminary experimental results focusing

primarily on the effects of shock waves are given in Appendix D, which outlines
some chemical data obtained using a lithotripsy setup with focused shock waves.

8
FinaJly, Chapter 7 summarizes the key accomplishments of this research program
and presents some concluding remarks. Other issues important in optimizing EHD
processes are presented, along with recommendations for future research.
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2

Theoretical Development of the General
Dynamic Equations for the Underwater
Plasma Channel

2.1 Introduction and Motivation

The primary aim of this chapter is to present a clear and concise derivation of the
equations necessary to simulate the underwater plasma channel which is present during
a discharge event in the electrohydraulic discharge process (EHD). The equations
consist of conservation p1inciples and of relations which desctibe the medium
properties of the plasma itself. Any derivations that were deemed too lengthy have
been included in the appendices for reference.

The numerical solutions to the

equations derived here are described in chapter 3, and are applied to the prediction of
the energy partition in chapter 5. The basic equations lend themselves to a simple
analytical solution which is outlined in chapter 4.

Ptior to beginning work on the simulation, it is necessary to choose one of two
alternative approaches to desctibe the dynamics of the underwater discharge. One
approach is to solve the problem on a finite element grid where interactions take place
between infinitesimal pieces of the medium, and no a priod distinction has to be made
between the plasma medium inside the channel and the surrounding water medium. In
contrast, the approach used in this simulation assumes the existence of a two-phase
medium with a distinct boundary, and that the prope1ties of the plasma inside the
channel are uniform. Computational speed and physical simplicity are among the many
advantageous features this approach offers.
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The two-phase approach requires significantly less computation than the finite
element approach for two reasons. The two-phase description leads to a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations that can be rapidly solved using standard
numerical methods [ l], whereas the finite element approach leads to a set of partial
differential equations which require considerably more complex algorithms.
Furthermore, choosing a finite element approach would require using an equation of
state that describes a continuous transition from liquid water at room temperature to a
cool l-2 ev* high pressure plasma [2,3]. Although data is available to deduce such a
relation, it would unnecessarily further complicate the algorithm [21]. In contrast, the
two-phase description allows for the use of a simpler equation of state for the plasma
at high temperatures.

The computational speed and the physical simplicity of the two-phase approach are
two features which simplify our work on reaction kinetics in the EHD reactor at
Caltech. Such experiments require at least 100 successive shots per run [4]. Under
these circumstances, it would be unrealistic to perform physical measurements within
the chamber for each successive shot, given the extreme physical environment.
Pressures reaching magnitudes well above 1 kbar per discharge (5-8] rule out the
repetitive use of transducers, since any transducer would loose its calibration after only
one discharge. Similarly, optical measurements require that the plasma channel take a
particular, pre-determined path.
exploding wires [9].

This can only be accomplished with the use of

Such an approach would be impractical in an experiment

requiring rapid successive discharges. Thus, a reliable model that can calculate the

• An eV is a unit of temperature commonly used in plasma physics. For example,
1/40 eV represents room temperature.
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approximate physical conditions induced in the chamber by the discharge becomes a
useful tool to guide our physical jntuition regarding the chemical kinetics taking place.

2.2 Physical Description of the Discharge
A typical setup for an underwater discharge consjsts primarily of a capacitor bank
charged to a given voltage, a fast switch, and an underwater spark gap, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. After the capacitor bank is charged to a given voltage, the fast switch is
closed, and the charge stored in the capacitor bank is discharged across the
underwater gap.

Fast Switch

Charging -----Capacitor
Voltage
Bank

Underwat
Gap

Figure 2.1
Schematic illustration of a typical setup to generate an electro-hydraulic
discharge. After the capacitor bank is charged to a given voltage, the
fast switch is closed, and the charge stored in the capacitor bank
discharges across the underwater gap.

The underwater discharge can be separated into three distinct temporal phases as
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Initially, when the switch in the circuit closes, and a voltage
builds across the underwater electrodes, a discharge initiation phase takes place
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Gas Bridge
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Breakdown

Plasma Channel

....... soµS

Formation

Steam Bubble

........ >l mS

Time

F~gure

2.2
Schematic illustration of the dynamics of an underwater discharge
generated by a low-voltage discharge. A gas-bridge must form before
the plasma channel can be established. Once the energy transfer is
completed and heat transfer processes take place, the plasma channel is
replaced by a large steam bubble.

during which a plasma channel forms.

For low electric field strengths, which are

typical of low voltage (<50 kV) discharges, the plasma channel forms only once a gas
phase bridge [10] is established across the electrodes. This bridge forms as a result of
conduction-induced water evaporation. During the energy transfer phase, the bulk of
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the energy stored in the capacitor dissipates into the plasma channel. The plasma
channel in turn does work against the surrounding fluid as it expands, and in the
process, generates a shock wave.

Some of the energy is released as blackbody

radiation with channel temperatures reaching above 20,000 K [9,11,12]. The resulting
radiation wavelengths range from the infrared well into the short ultraviolet. During
the energy transfer phase, energy losses due to heat conductivity are negligible [9],
since the time scales involved are much too fast. Figure 2.3 illustrates that when heat
conductive processes become significant, the discharge enters its final phase.

Heat

conduction, along with the acoustic and electromagnetic radiation that fails to escape,
now contribute to the formation of the final steam bubble, which surrounds the plasma
channel, and gradually replaces it

Region of Heat Conduc 11on
and Contained The rmal
and Shock Radiation

Region o f Unc ontalned
The rmal and Shock
Radlatton

Thermal Radla11on

Shock Radla11on

Figure 2.3
Schematic illustration of the formation of the steam bubble. Heat
conduction processes, along with the acoustic and electromagnetic
radiation that fails to escape into the bulk medium, contribute to
heating the water surrounding the plasma channel and thus a steam
bubble is formed. The plasma channel then dissipates gradually as it is
completely replaced by a steam bubble.
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The fluid-mechanical behavior of the bubble is typical of the types of bubbles
encountered in underwater explosions [13,14] ; the bubble reaches its maximum size
within the first 30 milliseconds, and then collapses again. Upon collapse, one may
detect another burst of radiation [14], which this time, corresponds to the
sonoluminescence [15] associated with the adiabatic heating of the gas compressed
during the collapse. As the bubble re-expands, it radiates a new shock pulse. This
secondary shock wave, which is not associated with the plasma expansion process, is
referred to as the "cavitation shock wave." The bubble will then continue to oscillate
several times, gradually dissipating the remainder of its energy in the forms of viscous
friction and acoustic radiation [14]. The maximum size of the bubble can be calculated
from the amount of energy EB partitioned into the bubble process as shown in eq 2.1

[13]:

2.1

where Pa is the ambient pressure, and amax is the maximum radius of the explosion
bubble.

The energy E 8 can be calculated as the difference between the total energy

transferred into the plasma channel and the energy dissipated into the shock waves and
radiation.

In summary, the plasma channel partitions the energy from the capacitor bank into

three different channels as illustrated by Figure 2.4: the shock wave, electromagnetic
radiation, and the final steam bubble. The actual values given in Figure 2.4 are typical
of an underwater discharge that has been optimized for shock wave generation. The
actual energy partitioning can be controlled by varying the parameters of the discharge
as will be shown in Chapter 5.
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60°/o

Figure 2.4

Energy partition diagram at time of maximum bubble radius and
approximate percentages for a typical discharge that has been
optimized to generate shock waves. (From Reference [14])

2.3 Formulation of the Fundamental Equations

Before embarking on any formal mathematical manipulations, it is wise to lay out some
notational conventions to avoid any confusion. Unless denoted by an explicit time
dependence (t), all symbols that are not denoted by a Latin letter with a subscript, or
by a Greek letter with or without a subscript, are time dependent. For example, P
represents the pressure P(t) which is a function of time, while Pa• as used in eq 2.1
above represents, a constant value, the ambient pressure of 1 bar. Please note that all
symbols used in this or any other chapter of this thesis are listed in Appendix A for
quick reference.
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The equations derived below desclibe the phase, during which the bulk of the
energy dissipates into the plasma channel Many of the previously published models of
this phase of the underwater discharge, [16-20] focus primarily on the electrohydraulic effect and assume a constant temperature throughout the energy transfer
phase, which in effect neglects the temperature dynamics. A notable exception is the
work of Robinson [21], which focuses primarily on the radiative aspects of the
discharge using a finite-element model Our formulation of this phase of the discharge,
as an initial value problem, includes both the shock waves and the resulting
electromagnetic radiation with a varying plasma channel temperature.

This

formulation unites the fluid mechanics and the plasma physics of the discharge into one
set of non-linear ordinary differential equations. We favor a macroscopic averaging
procedure over a finite-element simulation [21] plimarily because a macroscopic
model leads to ordinary differential equations and retains physical simplicity without
sacrificing predictive properties.

A complete set of basic equations describing the behavior of the underwater plasma
channel can be readily derived from conservation principles such as the conservation of
energy, momentum and mass. We represent the plasma with a cylindrical geometry of
radius a and length £ , filled with N ionized gas particles at pressure P and temperature

T with an internal energy density W, as shown in Figure 2.5. V denotes the volume,
which is given by rca2 £ , and S denotes the surlace area, which is given by 21ta£ . I
denotes the current flowing through the plasma channel.

In an actual experiment, only discharges initiated by exploding wires will take on a
uniform cylindrical geometry [9].

For discharges initiated without the help of

exploding wires, the plasma channel will follow a random path between the electrodes,
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only approximating a cylindrical discharge.

We assume that a uniform, straight

channel still holds to first order.
P =Pressure

W =Internal Energy Density

n=
/:Current

T:Tem

rature

Total# of Particles N

radius

s

Channel Volume V

Figure 2.5
Schematic illustration of the plasma channel that has a cylindtical
geometry of radius a and length l and is filled with N ionized gas
particles at pressure P and temperature T with an internal energy
density W. V denotes the volume, S denotes the surface, and I denotes
the current flowing through the plasma channel.

The energy transferred from the circuit to the plasma channel is partitioned into
three processes as illustrated by eq 2.2: the mechanical work exerted on the
surrounding fluid as the plasma channel expands, the internal energy of the plasma
itself, and electromagnetic radiation as the channel temperature increases.

2.2

Since heat conduction takes place on a much slower time scale than that of the
discharge, energy losses due to heat conduction are negligible and hence are not
included in eq 2.2. Once heat conduction processes begin to dissipate energy, the
transfer of energy from the capacitor will have long since ceased, and the discharge
will already be in its final phase.

During this phase, the plasma channel cools down
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and becomes a steam bubble. This phase of the discharge is beyond the scope of our
simulation.

The term on the left side of eq 2.2 represents the rate at which energy is transferred
from the capacitor bank to the plasma channel . The first term on the right describes
the rate of change of the internal energy state of the plasma channel; W denotes the
internal energy per unit volume of the plasma as a function of time. The second term
on the right represents the work PdV exerted by the channel on the surrounding fluid
where P is the pressure of the plasma, and Vis the volume of the plasma channel The
last term on the right represents the radiative transfer from the plasma channel into the
surrounding liquid phase: o-B is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, S is the surface of
the plasma channel, and Tis the temperature of the plasma. Implicit in this term is the
assumption that the plasma channel behaves as a blackbody radiator [9,11,12,21].
Some of the radiation actually never escapes the plasma channel, as denoted by the
factor (1 - f). f represents the fraction of the radiation spectrum that is absorbed in a
surrounding thin layer of liquid. This thin layer is then vaporized and reincorporated
into the plasma. The energy lost in this vaporization process is thus returned to the
plasma channel along with the recently absorbed thin layer of fluid .

Although no energy is lost in the ionization process at the plasma channel surface,
the resulting particle flux is non-negligible and contributes to the mass balance of the
plasma channel. Since the plasma continually inducts particles from the channel walls
into the main body of the plasma, the number of particles N in the plasma channel is
not constant, as illustrated by eq 2.3:

dN: jSOdt

Br

8 vapor/Wion

2.3
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where

fSaBr1 is the radiative energy absorbed by the layer of fluid that is to be

inducted into the plasma channel, N is the total number of particles in the plasma
channel, and, 8vaporiwtion is the energy per particle required to vaporize the
surrounding liquid into the plasma. This liquid is further ionized and becomes part of
the plasma.

f is the fraction of the radiation spectrum absorbed in the fluid layers

immediately surrounding the plasma channel, as was previously defined for eq 2.2,
Although these layers contribute to geometrically negligible [11] increases in the
channel radius, the resulting particle flux is high enough to offset and even reverse the
expected density decrease resulting from the plasma channel expansion.

The pressure discontinuity at the plasma channel boundary has to be addressed
using the equations of fluid mechanics. As far as the surrounding fluid is concerned,
the plasma channel is nothing more than an expanding cylindrical piston. A simple
relation between the pressure on the surface of the channel and the channel wall
velocity can be obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for a shock front [23];

( p + {3)311

=( J?a•114
3.JP: ) dadt + /3317 ,

2.4

where a is the radius of the plasma channel Eq 2.4 relates the pressure on the surface
of the channel to its expansion velocity. The full derivation of this relation is included
in Appendix B for reference.

Even though this relation involves some degree of

approximation•, its validity is not restricted to expansions that are slower than the

•The derivation does not use the Rank.ine-Hugoniot relation for energy since a shockwave must
reach at least 100 kbars before any appreciable temperature changes occur across the shock wave in
water.
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speed of sound. The constants ex, ~ and p0 are the same ones used in the Tate
equation of state for shock waves in water [23], which is given by eq 2.5 below:

=a(;,)' -p,

2.5

=3000 bars, and p0 =1g cm- 3.

This equation is valid only for

P

where cx=3001 bars, ~

shock waves below 100 kbars and at temperatures close to 300 K. Both of these
requirements are satisfied since pressures in the plasma channel do not exceed 20

kbars, and the temperature gradient at the plasma channel boundary is very sharp
[12,21]. Thus, we may assume that the surrounding fluid is at ambient temperature.

To complete our set of equations, we must couple equations 2.2 through 2.4 with
the equivalent discharge circuit illustrated in Figure 2.6. The plasma channel can be
modeled as a resistor with a time-varying resistance R undergoing Ohmic heating. We
apply Kirchoff's law by summing the potentials across the circuit:

dq =I
dt
'

2.6

where Le is the inductance of the circuit, and Cb is the capacitance of the energy
storage bank.

The inductance and the capacitance of the plasma channel are

negligible. R is the time-varying resistance of the plasma channel itself, given by
f,

R=

where

ac0 ruJ(t) is

(] corrd (t)mz

2'

2.7

the conductivity of the plasma channel as described in the next

section. Re is the constant equivalent resistance of the circuit. Its main effect is to
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dissipate some of the energy that would otherwise be transferred to the underwater
gap. Of the total energy in the capacitor bank Eb=

tcbv; (where V0is the initial

charging voltage,) only a fraction eventually makes it to the underwater gap.

R

Figure 2.6
Equivalent circuit for the discharge analysis. R represents the discharge
channel resistance, Le and Re represent the equivalent circuit
inductance and resistance, respectively. Cb is the capacitance of the
storage bank, and V0 is the initial charging voltage. The capacitance
and inductance of the plasma channel are negligible.

In terms of Figure 2.6, the rate of energy transfer from the circuit to the plasma
channel is thus given as

dEd
dt

=Rl

2

'

2.8
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where RJ2 is the power dissipated across the plasma channel

Eq 2.8 effectively

couples the discharge circuit with the underwater plasma channel dynamics via the
plasma channel resistance R.

2.4 Description of the Plasma Medium

To complete our set of equations, we must give a full description of the medium,
consisting of the equation of state of the plasma, and relations for both the internal
energy and the conductivity of the plasma channel.

2.4. 1 The Equation of State

One of the advantages of a two-phase model is that we do not need an equation of
state that is valid for water both in the liquid state and in the dissociated and ionized
plasma state. Hence we may use the ideal gas law to describe the plasma:

2.9

P = nkT .

Eq 2.9 assumes the pressure is a result of kinetic interactions only and neglects both

Coulomb inter-particle interactions and the Pinch effect, the correction in pressure due
to the interaction of the charged particles with their own magnetic field. These effects
require corrective terms to be added to eq 2.9:

p = nkT -

MP/nch -

!1PCoulomb'

2.10
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where the Pinch effect correction is given by

2.11

The Coulomb interaction correction can be calculated using the following expression:

2.12

Eq 2.12 assumes that the Debye shielding distance is larger than the mean distance
between ions. Martin [9] gives a Debye length of 4
between ions is actually 10

A.

A, while the mean distance in

Since the Debye length is the distance beyond which

only collective forces exert any effects on individual particles, the use of eq 2.12 is
justified.

For discharges such as those expected in the Caltech Pulsed Power Facility
(CPPF), the pinch effect is negligible. If we take for example a 135 µF discharge with
a gap of 8 mm and an initial voltage of 15 kV, the current typically reaches on the
order of 120 kA with a plasma channel radius of 2.5 mm. The Pinch effect then
amounts to a correction of 350 bars, ·which is negligible compared to the 8 kbars
contributed by the kinetic pressure.

The Coulomb effect is slightly more pronounced and, therefore, should be included.
But even for the highest energy discharges the CPPF can generate, the correction is
not very large. Figure 2. 7 illustrates the dependence of the Coulomb effect on the

plasma particle density. Typical discharges below 20 kjoules do not reach particle
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densities beyond 2-3x1027 particles!m3.

Hence, we can expect at most a 20%

con-ection effect for the highest possible CPPF discharge.

Both the Coulomb interactions and the Pinch effect will effectively dampen the
plasma channel expansion governed by eq 2.4, and increase the energy density as a
direct consequence of lower channel radii, and by lowering the PdV losses term in eq
2.2. Higher energy discharges with higher current densities thus do not necessarily
generate stronger shock waves. The equations and the numerical solution generator
described in Chapter 3 have been formulated so that the corrections to the equation of
state can be readily turned on or off by modifying the function for the pressure,
depending on which type of discharge is being simulated (see the next chapter).
Coulomic Correction to Kinetic Pressure

30

25
% 20

5
26

10

4xl0~7

27

f:lxl0

ParUclee/ ni

Figure 2.7
Coulombic correction L1PcoulomtfP to the pressure of the plasma
channel as a function of its particle density. The effect is small yet not
negligible for particle densities typical of 1-20 kJ discharges.
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2.4. 2 The Internal Energy Relation

Both Joffe et al. [11] and Martin [9] have shown from theoretical calculations that the
plasma internal energy is directly proportional to the pressure acting on the plasma
channel, and is essentially independent of the temperature of the plasma channel within
the temperature ranges of interest. The relation is written as
1

W=--P,
r-1

2.13

where y =l. 22 [9,11] and P is the pressure of the plasma channel This relation is
based on the ideal gas law and the Saha ionization equation. y is sometimes referred
to as the isentropic index of the plasma. Even though the derivation of eq 2.13
assumes no particle interactions other than kinetic collisions, the relation is found to
hold experimentally provided the pressure is replaced by the kinetic pressure

Pkinetic=nkT [9]. Thus, eq 2.13 becomes

1
W=--nKT .
r-1

2.14

A more detailed derivation of eq 2.14 is·included in Appendix C.

2.4. 3 The Electrical Conductivity Relation

Spitzer [22] shows that in the presence of a magnetic field, a fully ionized plasma has a
conductivity proportional to
alone is propo1tional to

P12·

The conductivity resulting from thermal collisions

r512· For our purposes, a semi-empirical relation is much more

useful since our plasma will not necessarily be fully ionized. A useful relation is given
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by Robinson [21] which is reminiscent of Spitzer's [22] formulation, with the addition
of an exponential factor:

-

(J cond -

J:~ -~
~1 --e
.

2.15

In Robinson's [21] finite element analysis, the exponential factor in the above relation
produces a plasma channel with well-defined boundaries. Relation 2.15 is essentially
an empirical formulation for the conductivity which takes into account the nature of
the plasma in the underwater discharge: the constant ~ takes on values on the order of
103, and can be adjusted to bring closer agreement with experimental data.

2.5 Summary of the Equations Describing the Discharge
Substituting for the plasma channel volume V= na2 .e , and the surface area S=2naf,
equations 2.1-2.8 can be reduced to the set of equations below.

Conservation of energy:
2
/
---2 -3
(J cond
a

(t)27r

da a dW
~
= (P+ W) - + - - +(1- f)a 8 1 .
dt 2 dt

2.16a

Conservation of mass:

dn

dt =

2 ( fa 8 T

da)

4

a e vapomatlon

-

n dt

.

2.16b
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Conservation of momentum:

J

(p + f3)M = ( ..fiaK~
3..[li; da
+ /3*.
dt

2.16c

Conservation of charge:

L

di

-+
c
dt

where a.=3001 bars,

f
)

(J cond(t

1T:a 2

q
l+-=0

cb

'

dq = I(t), q ( to ) = CUo•
dt

2.16d

~=3000 bars p0 =1000 kg!m3 , cr8 =5. 67051xl0-8 Wlm2 0 K!' and

8vaporization=2.54x10-20 joules/particle.

Note that eq 2.16b was obtained by

conve1ting eq 2.3 to particle density n rather than total number of particles N using the
relation

2.17

The four equations 2.16a through ·2. 16d describe four explicit time-dependent
unknown functions l(t), T(t), a(t), and n(t) for the current, temperature, channel
radius, and particle density. The equations are formulated in such a way that the
properties of the plasma channel can be easily modified. In general, the functions P,
<rc0 ncft) and W are functions of the four unknowns.

These relations describe the

properties of the plasma, and are given by equations 2.10 through 2.15 which are

summarized below:
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The equation of state:

-

P(l, T, a,n) - nkT-

µJ 2

2.18a

8tr 2 a2

The internal energy:

W(l, T,a,n) = -

nkT
-.

r-1

2.18b

The conductivity:

2.18c

The solutions to the equations above are dependent on the parameters £, U0 , Le, and
Cb· The main empirical parameters that can be changed are the isentropic index of the

plasma y, the electrical conductivity proportionality constant l;, and the fraction f of
electromagnetic radiation energy that is reabsorbed into the channel

The full

numerical solution to these equations is presented in chapters 3 and 5, and an
analytical solution under simplified assumptions is outlined in Chapter 4 .

2.6 Discussion

In any low voltage discharge experiment, there are two significant sources of
uncertainty. The parameters £ (spark gap length) and U0 (Initial voltage) both vary
from shot to shot. In low voltage discharges, the initial voltage is subject to a certain
level of uncertainty due to the initial current leakage during the formation of the gas
steam bridge through which the final breakdown occurs [10]. At the same time, an
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uncertainty in spark gap length is also introduced as the plasma channel usually follows
an irregular path through the water.

These introduced uncertainties imply that any model predictions beyond a certain
level of precision become useless. This fact justifies our use of the general empirical
relations for the plasma given in section 2.4. A more precise model of the plasma
would have to take into account the details of the various degrees of ionization of the
plasma, and a more detailed description of the induction process, including a factor f
which now becomes a function of temperature f = f(T). The function f(T) would be
calculated by integrating the fraction of energy radiated at a given temperature into the
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum below the water absorption cut-off. The
inclusion of such a function requires additional integration steps for each time-step,
thus considerably slowing down the algorithm. Such a level of precision becomes
unnecessary in the light of the existing uncertainties at the laboratory level. The model
presented in this work serves well as a companion to chemical kinetics experiments.
Its accuracy is sufficient to predict trends pertaining to chemical efficiency. The model
would also be very appropriate for an industrial setting where the only accessible
physical data is the current flowing through the plasma channel, and the voltage across
the underwater spark gap.
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3

Numerical Solution of the General Dynamic
Equations for the Underwater Plasma Channel

3.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to outline the numerical solution of the equations for the
Electrohydraulic Discharge process (EHD) [1-11,14] as derived in Chapter 2. The
equations to be solved form a set of initial value ordinary non-linear differential
equations for which there are standard solvers such as those described in reference
[12]. In Section 3.2 we outline the numerical solution, and in Section 3.3 we discuss
the initial conditions. Finally, in section 3.4, we compare the results to existing data in
the literature. The results are in good agreement with experimental data [2,3] and
show that the model does indeed make reliable predictions.

3.2 Formulation of the Equations

The equations 2.16a-d in Chapter 2 can be rearranged to give

dq = I(t)
dt

di
dt

_dW_ =
dt

3.2

=

2

2/
2 4
a conit)21C a

3.1

_

2(P+ W) da _ 2(1- /) a r4,
8
a
dt
a

3.3

3.4

3.5

where a.= 3001 bar, ~ = 3000 bar Po= 1000 kg!m3, a 8 = 5. 67051x10-8 Wlm2 0 K'
and Bvaporization = 2. 54x10-20 joules/particle.

To allow for the future use of different and more precise mechanisms for the
particle induction at the plasma channel boundaries, we define a general induction
cross-section a Induction (T, n) using the following conservation of mass relation;
dN
- - = nSa inducrio11 (T, n) •
dt

3.6

where S = 27ral is the surface area of the plasma channel. If we compare the above
equation with eq 2. 3 in chapter 2, we see that the radiation induction process
described in chapter 2,

a Induction (T, n) is given by
_
a induction (T, n) -

faaT4
ne vaporir.ation

_...;..--="---

3.7

Substituting for S = 27ral and N = nV = mra2£ in eq 3.6, we find

-dn = -2 ( na induction (T, n) - n -da) .
dt

a

dt

This equation supersedes eq 3.5 with the induction cross-section given by eq 3.7.

3.8
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Eqs 3.1-3.4 and 3.8 are formulated such that the unknown functions to solve for
are q(t), l(t), W(t), a(t), and n(t). These functions form a vector that we refer to as the
internal energy representation;
q(t)
I(t)

y=

W(t).

3.9

a(t)
n(t)

Using this representation implies that we need to substitute a functional relation for T
in the last term of eq 3.3. Typically, the energy density W for the plasma is given as a
function of the temperature T(t) and the particle density n(t) as follows:

W = W(T,n).

3.10

In the case of the energy relation given in Chapter 2 as eq 2. 18b, the function Wis
readily inve1tible to become T = T(W,n). Our goal is to formulate the numerical solver
code in a form as general as possible, such that other relations can readily be used, as,
for example, the relation put forth by Robinson [4]:

3.11
Such a relation in not analytically invertible to obtain a temperature that is a function
of W and n. Thus, we favor a representation where the set of unknown functions are
given by q(t), l(t), T(t), a(t), and n(t). Thus, we replace dW/dt in eq 3.3 with

3.12
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If we define the functions Wi{T,n) and Wn(T,n) as

3.13

and we substitute the relations above and 3.12 into eq 3.3 and solve for dT/dt, we
obtain
2

_dT_ _
2/
2 4
dt
Wraconit)21t a

_

W,. dn _ 2(P + W) da _ 2(1- f) a T 4 • 3.14
8

Wr dt

Wra

dt

Wra

Finally, we can rewrite equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 3.8 and 3.14 in vector form for input
into the numerical equation solver: The final matrix equation is summarized in Figure
3.1. These equations essentially take the form

ay
dt

= M(-)
y'

3.15

where the vector y is defined as follows:
q(t)
I(t)

y=

T(t)
a(t)

n(t)

=

Yo
Y1
Y2
YJ
Y4

3.16

The equations are non-linear since the right-hand side of the equation cannot be
rewritten in the form M(y) = M* y, but can be readily solved using the standard

2y/

dt

dY = JVr(Y)<Jcau1CY'J2try3

4-

\P(Y) +pf -PJJ-2(P(j) + W(j)) (..fiaX. \P(Y) +pf - 13x - 2(1- f)
J
'Wi-(Y)y3
'3lfi: J
°Wi-00Y3
..fiaYw \P(Y) +pf - 13x
( 3lfi: J

Matrix showing the equations for the model of the underwater discharge.

Figure 3.1

:, (Y.a.-m-y.((~ }IW+m*- P' JJ

2.(ypinductiot(Y)- Y4((..f7aYw
"Wi-(Y) Y3
'3lfi:

~CY)

Y1

f
y1 -Yo
Lc<Jc,,,,,/Y)11:J'32
LcCb
<lsY24

w

\0
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numerical packages from reference [12]. We used both a 4th-order Runge-Kutta
approach and an implicit time stepping algorithm based on the Bulirsch-Stoer method
[12]. Both approaches give identical and stable results.

One can also solve the

equations in the internal energy representation defined by eq 3.9 by using the forms
given by equations 3.1-3.4, and 3.8. This representation gives identical results to the
temperature representation. Verifying that different numerical solvers and different
representations give identical results is a practical tool to verify that the chosen
algorithm is stable and gives mathematically valid results.

In addition to the application of the matrix shown in Figure 3.1 , we need to define

functions for the pressure P(y), internal energy W(Y) , electrical conduction
and particle induction

CJ induction (Y) as

follows:

Pressure

Internal Ener2y

Conductivity

Induction Cross-Section

CJ cond(Y),

3.17a

W(Y) = Yi'Y2 .

3.17b

r-1
-) --

(j cond ( y

-) _
(J i11ductlon ( Y -

]:,. ,

~.r2

~ -~

e

.

3.17c

4

fG nY2

y4 e vaporiUJtion

3.17d

Furthermore, the derivatives of the internal energy WT and W 0 , defined in eq 3.13 are
given by

Wr(Y) = y4k

r-1

3.18a
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and
3.18b

The numerical solution routines are given in Mathcad format in Appendix E.

3.3 Initial Conditions

To completely specify the numerical solution, we need to determine appropriate initial
conditions for the functions q(t), I(t), T(t), a(t), and n(t). We will denote these initial
conditions by %=q(O), 10 = 1(0), T0 = T(0), a0 =a(O), and n0 =n(O). Not all of these initial
conditions are independent from one another and from the parameters of the discharge
such as the initial voltage U0 , the capacitance Cb, and the gap length l.

qo is

determined by the initial voltage U0 determines the first of our initial conditions:

3.19

where,

3.20

f,

R(O) =
(J cond

and

(Q)n:a

2 ,

3.21
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3.22

In addition, the initial conditions must also satisfy the equation of state:

3.23

for which we have neglected the Pinch and CouJomb effect since initially, the current
and particle densities are too low for these effects to be significant.

Eqs 3.19 through 3.23 show that in addition to the initial voltage U0 , only three
other parameters are necessary to fully specify the initial conditions. We choose as our
initial condition parameters the initial resistance R0 =R(0), the initial radius a0 , and the
initial pressure p 0 = P(0) of the plasma channel. Based on the initial voltage and these
parameters, the components of the initial vector:

y(O) =

qo
Io

yoo

T., =

Yo2

ao
no

Yo3

Yo•
3.24

Yo4

where the individual components are given by

3.25a

3.25b
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solve for y 0 2 out of

0)% -7~ -

~ (Y2 e

-

£

( )2 •
1C Y3 Ro
0

3.25c

3.25d

o= Po
Y4
1cy;

.

3.25e

eqs 3.25a-e give the initial conditions that must be used in order to start the numerical
iteration. Since there is no closed analytical solution for the temperature in eq 3.25c,
we must solve it numerically prior to launching the simulation. The most appropriate
initial conditions are chosen to be a0 = 0. 5-1 mm, R0 = 1 fl -10 kfl, and p 0 = 1 - 100
bar. We found that over the ranges indicated, the model showed little sensitivity to
changes in the initial conditions. The resistance

Ro was always chosen such that the

initial temperature found from solving eq 3.25c was in between 3000 to 10,000 K.
The simulation is designed to start modeling the dynamics after the plasma channel is
already established, yet before any major plasma expansion takes place.

3.4 Comparison with Data

Although our simulation uses results that have been previously validated
experimentally [1,2,4,13], it is still useful to verify the reliability of our model by
comparing our simulations to existing published data. This section demonstrates how
our simulation accurately reproduces both the dynamics of measured plasma channel
parameters, and the general variations in temperature as a function of the various
discharge parameters.
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Martin presents data [2] for a gap length off = 1. 5 cmgap and a discharge energy
of 1. 8 k:J. Figure 3.2 shows good agreement between experimental results and our
simulation. The simulation uses the same experimental parameters as those given in
Martin's work [2], namely a capacitance CB= 5. 8 µF, an initial voltage ofU0
an inductance ofLc

=25 kV,

= 260 nH, and an equivalent circuit resistance ofRc = 42. 2 mfl.

The medium is determined by the constant ~. which we have chosen such that the
simulated current matches the measured current. The best value is 14. 11xl0-3K 312 a
1m- 1 . The fractionfis chosen to give the best fit for the observed temperature (e.g.,f

= 0.

2).

A value off

= 0.

2 implies that as much as 20% of the outgoing

electromagnetic radiation contributed to particle induction.

Using eq 2. 14 and solving for n provides a way of deducing the paiticle density as
a function of time using experimental data for the internal energy W:

W(y -1)

n = ---

KT

3.26

For the same discharge illustrated in Figure 3.2, we can compare the particle density n
derived from experimental data and eq 3.26, and the results of our simulation. As
Figure 3.3 illustrates, the agreement is good.

Although the predicted current, channel radius, and particle density dynamics agree
with the experimental results, at first glance, it appears that the predicted pressure
does not agree with the experiment, as is illustrated by Figure 3.4. In addition, the fact
that the pressure is at its peak initially and gradually drops with increasing time as
assumed by Martin [2] contradicts other findings. [3,5-7] This discrepancy between
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Figure 3.2

Comparison between data [2] and simulated plasma channel dynamics
for a 1. 8 kl discharge with the following experimental parameters: e =
1. 5 cm, c8 = 5. 8 µF, U0 = 25 kV, Le = 260 nH, and Rf = 42. 2 mn.
The theoretical parameters are ~=14. llx10-3K 312 .a1m- and/ = 0. 2.
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Figure 3.3
Comparison between particle density deduced from data [2] and
simulated particle density for a 1. 8 kJ discharge with the following
experimental parameters: f = 1. 5 cm, CB= 5. 8 µF, U0 = 25 kV, Le =
260 nH, and Re. = 42. 2 mil. The theoretical parameters are ~=14.
11x10-3K 312.a1 m- 1andf =0. 2.
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Figure 3.4
Comparison between pressure deduced from plasma channel
measurements [2] which do not take into account magnifications due to
density induced changes in index of refraction, and simulated particle
density for a 1. 8 kJ discharge with the following experimental
parameters: f = 1. 5 cm, Cs= 5. 8 µF, U0 =25 kV, Le= 260 nH, and
Re=42.
2
mil.
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parameters
are
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~ = 14.llxl0· K· ' w· m· andf = O. 2.
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the pressure time history published by Martin and by others [3,5-7], and that predicted
by our simulation can be explained by considering Martin's measurements of the
plasma channel radius. He did not take into account the channel radius magnification
resulting from density induced changes in the index of refraction of the water
immediately surrounding the plasma channel. Martin acknowledges this problem and
argues that this magnification is greatest during the initial phase of the discharge.
However, he did not measure the pressure directly, but deduced it from the plasma
channel radius using eq 2. 4. If the magnification in the plasma channel radius is taken
into account and the pressure is recalculated, the results come into good agreement
with our simulation, as is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Radius and Resulting Pressure Histories
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Figure 3.5
Illustration of the effect of small changes in channel radius on pressure .
The data [2] which does not take into account magnification effects due
to density changes near the plasma channel produces an unusually high
pressure initially. A reasonable pressure history which is in good
agreement with the simulation output can be obtained by correcting the
channel radius to take into account the magnification effects. The data
is from a 1. 8 kl discharge with the following experimental parameters:
i = 1. 5 cm, Cs= 5. 8 µF, U0 = 25 kV, Le= 260 nH, and Rc=42. 2
m!l. The theoretical parameters are;= 14.11xl0·3 K-312 w-1m·1 and/ =
0. 2.
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Figure 3.5 shows how a small reduction in the plasma channel radius history brings the
resulting pressure into closer agreement with the simulated pressure data as shown in
Figure 3.4. Such a reduction talces into account optical magnification effects

These results show that our simulation predicts plasma channel dynamics in
agreement with experiment and that the plasma channel dynamics appear to follow the
equations of our model To further verify that our simulation is indeed successful, we
must check that our model also reliably reproduces observed changes associated with
varying the parameters of the discharge, such as gap length.

Robinson [3] measured both the temperature and the channel radius for CB= 15
µF, U0 = 15 kV discharges with channel lengths varying in the range £ = 1. 27 - 5 cm.
Figure 3.6 compares the results of our simulation with Robinson's data for the various
gap lengths. The circuit had parameters ofLc = 250 nHand Re = 42. 2 mfl. The
theoretical parameters which gave the best results are ; = 14.llxl0-3 K 3 ' 2 w·1m·1 and

f

= 0. 2. The upper graph in Figure 3.6 shows the experimental data and the lower

graph shows the corresponding simulation results. The simulation preclicts an overall
temperature decrease of the plasma channel as the gap length increases. This result
agrees with the experimental data presented by Robinson [3].
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Figure 3.6
Comparison in between simulated and measured [3] temperature
dynamics for a 1. 7 kl discharge with the following experimental
parameters: l = 1. 27 - 5 cm, CB= 15 µF, U0 = 15 kV, Le= 250 nH,
and Rc=42. 2 m!l.
The theoretical parameters are
3
3 2
1
1
~ = 14. llxl0- K- ' w-m· and f = 0. 2. The graph above shows the
experimental data, and the one below shows the corresponding
simulation results. The simulation predicts that the temperature of the
plasma channel is overall higher for shorter gap lengths. This result
agrees with the data.
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3.5 Conclusions and Discussion

The simulation presented in this chapter makes predictions for both the plasma channel
dynamics and the overall temperature trend as a function of gap length which are in
good agreement with experiment. The simulation can thus be used reliably to make
predictions on how the input energy is partitioned into the vaiious physical processes.
The simulation code is written in such a way as to allow manipulation of the
constitutive equations of the plasma itself. The code can thus be used in the future for
other experiments in order to explore and verify new constitutive equations for cool,
dense high pressure plasmas. Such experiments could be helpful to further understand
the nature of the underwater plasma channel. The use of a Spitzer-like conductivity
relationship and an ideal gas law with corrective terms for the Pinch effect and the
Coulombic interactions give results with better precision than is necessary for the highrepetition discharge experiments designed to measure the chemical effects of the EHD
process.
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4

Analytic Solution of the General Dynamic
Equations for the Initial Stage of an
Underwater Plasma Channel

4.1 Introduction

The primary aim of this chapter is to present an analytical solution to the equations
necessary to simulate the underwater plasma channel that is present during an
electrohydraulic Discharge Process (EHD) event [1-12]. The analytical solution is
valid only for the initial stage of the discharge during which the power rise can be
approximated to be linear [l]. Some basic properties of the plasma channel such as its
maximum pressure and temperature can be deduced from a simple solution without
extensive numerical computations. The assumptions are the same as described in
Chapters 2 and 3, namely, we assume a two-phase system with a discontinuity at the
channel boundary [3]. The equations to be solved are given by

dq =I
dt
,

4.1

R/2 =-(WV)+ P - + (1- f)a 8 T 4 S,

4.2

d
dt

dV
dt

4.3

4.4
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where a= 3001bar,~=3000 bar Po= 1000 kg!m3 , cr8 = 5. 67051xlo-8 Wlm 2
and Evaporization =2. 54x 10-20 joules/particle.

0

1<4

The assumption of a linear power rise of the form

4.5

eliminates the need for eq 4.1. The parameter Q0 can be deduced from simple
experimental measurements of the current and voltage.

The power

RI2

must be

calculated experimentally using eq 4.6;

Rl

2

= Uit)I(t),

4.6

where UJt) is the voltage across the underwater gap, as shown in Figure 4.1, and is
not to be confused with the voltage across the capacitor bank. If U(t) and l(t) represent
respectively the measured voltage and current across the capacitor bank, then the
power RJ2 is given by

R/

2

=

( .

di)

U(t) - RJ(t) - LCdt I.

4.7

u

'-b (t)

0

R

Figure 4.1
Equivalent circuit for the discharge analysis. R represents the
discharge channel resistance, Le and Re represents the equivalent
circuit inductance and resistance, respectively. Cb is the capacitance of
the storage bank, and U0 is the initial charging voltage. UJt) is the
voltage across the underwater gap.

Power

I

I

I

I
Time

Figure 4.2
Typical power curve for the first quarter cycle. The initial power rise
can usually be approximated as a linear function, as illustrated by the
dashed line.
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The power curve generally will take the shape shown in Figure 4.2. For the initial
stage of the discharge, the assumption of a linear power rise as illustrated by eq 4.5 is
reasonable [ 1]. In this case, an analytical solution for equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 can
be obtained by using the following trial functions for the plasma channel temperature,
radius and particle number density:

E>t

a(t) =

N(t) = N,/
T(t) =

4 .8

i:.

The particle density is given by
N

n=- .

v

4.9

Using V = Tta 2/ and eq 4.8 implies that the particle density is constant and is given by

No_
n = __
1t02f, .

4. LO

Using the ideal gas law P = nkT, we find that the pressure is constant and is given by

4.11

in which the Coulomb effect has been neglected.

With the Coulomb effect, the

pressure is still constant, since the corrective term is only a function of the particle
density, which is constant. However, the algebraic equations become considerably
more complicated to solve, and the accuracy added by the Coulomb effect is
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superfluous, since we have already made the approximation that the power rise is
linear.

Substituting relations 4.8 into eqs 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 yield three more algebraic
equations, which, along with eq 4. 11 form a set of four equations for the four

_Y_ P 0 2 + (1 - f)<J 0 - Q" = 0
"( - } o
B
21t.e
'

4.12

4 .13

(P +
o

~ )~ = ( .J?aK•
3Jr);

Je

+

~ ~.

4 . 14

eqs 4.11, 4.12 and 4. 13 can be rearranged to yield the pressure, particle density, and
the channel radius velocity as a function of temperature:

0 = Q" [-Y- kfcr BT} +(I_ J)cr
2rt£ y - I

e vapor

8 ~4J-'.

4.15

4.16

4.17
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Finally, an equation for T0 can be obtained by substituting equations 4.15 and 4.16
into eq 4.14;

[

-

27t£kj 2O' 8'f,,5 [ _"(_ k/O' BT,,5 + (1 _ f)cr 'f,,4 ] + p]Yi
8
E vapor Qo
"f - 1 E vapor
3Qo .JP:

27t£.J7a '>{,

[-'Y"( -

1

T4]-1- pYi = 0

kfcr BT,,5 + (1 - f)cr
E vapor

4.18

B

o

There is no closed analytical solution of eq 4.18, although for T0 ; however, it can be
solved numerically. The numerical result for T0 can then be substituted into eqs 4.15,
4.16, and 4.17 to obtain the values for the channel velocity, the pressure, and the
particle density for the plasma channel.

This solution can be used for quick first order approximations of the plasma
channel characteristics using experimental data.

If we take for example the

experimental values for Q0 for an R = I. 5 cm gap l. 8 kl discharge as measured by
Martin [2], where Q0 = 1. 9x108 MW/sec, we find that using f = 0. 2, the channel
characteristics are T0 = 40,000 K, P0 = 13 kbars, n0 = 2. 4x1027 particles!m3 , and 0 0
= 500 mlsec. The actual temperature measured by Martin was 30,000 K, so our
estimate is about 10,000 K too high. On the other hand, using data from reference [5]
for an R = 1. 5 cm gap 2. 16 kl discharge with Q0 = 3x10 12 Wis, we can use eq 4.15 to
estimate the radial velocity of the plasma channel 0 . Assuming/= 10%, We find 0 =
207 mis, which is a good result compared to the experimental value of 200 mis. In a
similar fashion, we can make one more prediction for data found in reference [3] for
an R = 7 cm gap 2. 7 kl discharge with Q0 = 1. 3xl0 12 Wis. Assuming/ = 10%, We
find

=

143 mis, compared to an experimental value of 140 mis.
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4.2 Thermal Particle Induction

The fact that the temperature predicted for Martin's data using eq 4.18 is higher than
that in the data implies that eq 4.4 underestimates the magnitude of particle induction.
As the particle density increases, the energy transferred into the plasma channel is
distributed over a greater number of particles, thereby reducing the temperature of the
plasma channel.

Eq 4.4 assumes that the primary mechanism for particle induction is through the
vaporization of particles as they absorb some of the radiation emitted by the plasma
channel. It is conceivable that particles may also be inducted into the plasma channel
as a result of direct thermal collisions with the plasma particles. ln this section, we
derive a cross-section for a purely thermal particle induction mechanism, and we use
this result in a calculation which leads to similar results as shown in the previous
section for the radiation induction mechanism.

The calculation of the thermal induction cross-section is based on reference [4] . ln
this calculation, we assume that particles are inducted into the plasma channel only as
a result of thermal collisions between plasma particles and water molecules at the
channel walls. Therefore, the radiation effects are ignored here, and to simplify the
calculation, three-particle recombination effects will also be neglected. For particle
species i, the rate at which particles are inducted into the channel is given by

dN; = X
t
dt

de;
dt
f or111a1io11

4.19
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where de,; is the rate at which energy is transferred to the wall of the plasma channel
dt
as a result of collisions in between the ;th plasma species and the wall, and

f-Jormarion

is the energy of formation of the gas . The proportionality constant parameter X is
1/24; [4].

As a result of collisions, the energy transferred to the wall of the plasma

channel is given by

de, .
- ' = z.SI:::.£ -,

dt

I

4 .20

I

where z; is the number of collisions per unit area for the plasma species i, S is the
surface area of the plasma channel, and Ile; is the amount of energy transferred per
collision. From the kinetic theory of an ideal gas, we know that for an ideal gas of
volume V with a total of N particles with an average kinetic velocity u, z is given by
IN

z. =--'u
..
4 v
I

4.21

I

Substituting the above result into eq 4.20 and using S = 2na.tand V = na2.t

yields

4.22

The energy transferred per collisions is given as
8mH 0 m-

A
Llt
· -I

2

(

3

mH20

I

+ m;

2
)

3
-kT
2

'

4.23

where we assume a collision in between a water molecule and a plasma species of
mass m; at temperature T. The water molecule is assumed to have zero thermal
momentum compared to the plasma particle.
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The mean thermal velocity of each individual plasma particle of species i is given by

4.24

Now, we substitute equations 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 into eq 4.19, which yields

dN; _
dt

X.

N;u/1e; =

e fomwtion

4

2a

(2 X,mH o(kT)3/i.

v;

N;.rr;;;

2

e formation a

( m 1120

•
2

+ m;)

4 .25

Then, summing over all the components i , we now have

dN.
-dN = species
I __
, = 4~- ,..,m
'V

dt

i=O

dt

7t

fl20

(kT)ri N

£ for111atio11a

I

species
i=O

N; IN

'm,.

i'fi "mi

(m

o
112

+ m;)

2 •

4.26

N
We define v; = - ' so that eq 4.26 becomes
N

4.27

This equation can be rewritten in the form

dN
l ( ~ vm kYi.
= N - 4 - "' H20
dt
a
7t eformation

With the surface area given by S
write

L

specie.t

v . r;?;

I""';

i= O ( mH

0
2

+ m;)

2

JTri .

4.28

= 2na.f and the volume given by V = 7ta 2.e, we can
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l 27ta.f

a

- - 22 7ta .f

1 S

4.29

2V

such that eq 4.28 becomes

~ xm

N 1[ 4 kYi
-dN = -sH10
dt
V 2
1t € forma rion

~
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v '""'i
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Jr ri .
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m i)

We then define the induction cross-section <Jionize(T) as

.. (T)
cr ,m,,u

=

[

~

m . k Yi specie.<
2 - X H20
~
~
1t

€ formation

y

i=O ( mH

2

fm

i"l/"'i

o+

2

JrYi =

K

rYi ,

4.3 1

mi)

where

4.32

such that the equation for the conservation of mass takes the form

dN
:;:: nScr ionize (T )'
dt

4.33

where n is the particle density, and <Jionize(T) and Kare defined in eq 4 .31 and 4.32,
respectively.

To evaluate the constant

various constants in eq 4.32.

K,

we need to establish the values of the
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First, we evaluate each v ; = N; . (Vide supra) Let
N

~i

be equal to the number of

species i per molecule, and let M represent the total number of molecules dissociated
to form a plasma of N molecules. Then, for each species i,

4.34

so that

4.35

But N is just the sum over the number of species present in the plasma:
sp ecies

N= INj

4.36

j=O

which, in terms of 4.34 yields
species

N=MI~ j '

4.37

j=O

Substituting the expression 4.37 for N into 4.35 finally gives

v i --

~ I-

species

4 .38

I~ j
j=O

Using £formation

= 1. 29x 10-20 Joules, mhydrogen = 6. 3x 10-27 kg, m oxygen = lx 10-25

kg, mH20 = 1. 124xl0-25 kg, we find that
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4.39

This new particle induction mechanism can be used in place of eq 4.4 to yield a new
solution to the linear power rise problem defined by eq 4.5. If we take the same trial
solution given by eq 4.8, and we substitute it into our new particle induction equation
given by

4.40

we then arrive at

4.41

which, along with equations 4.12 and 4.14, forms a set of three equations for three
unknowns. Combining eq 4.41 and4.14 gives

4.42

substituting 4.42 into 4.12, we get an equation for the temperature T0 ;
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If we take the same experimental values of Q0 for an R = l. 5 cm gap 1. 8 kJ discharge
as measured by Martin [2] where Q0 = 1. 9x 108 MW/sec, we find that by using f=O,
we obtain a temperature of only T0 = 20,000 K, and a particle density which is larger
by a factor of 2 at n 0 = 2. 4x 1027 particles!m3 , while the other parameters, P0 = 13
kbars, and 0 0 =500 m/sec, are the same. The parameter f is set to zero since radiation

absorption is neglected in this calculation. The value off does not affect the result in
any significant way. Even if we setf = 0. 5, we obtain a temperature change of only
several hundred degrees K.

4.3 Discussion

The fact that the actual temperature of 30,000 K measured by Martin [2]

is m

between the two temperatures previously estimated suggests that the thermal particle
induction is not as significant as is implied by our calculations, and equivalently, the
radiative induction process is most likely to be accompanied by some degree of
thermal induction.

The extra amount of particle induction beyond just radiative

processes can easily be accounted for

~y

adjusting the value off in our calculations to

a value greater than the actual percentage of radiation below 185 nm, the radiation
absorption cut-off for water with dissolved 02. If we use eq 4.18 with a value off=
0. 5, the resulting temperature becomes 30,000 K, in good agreement with Martin's
[2] measurements.

For a 30,000 K blackbody spectrum, the fraction of radiation

emitted below 200 nm is around 15%, The extra 35% in our choice off can be
interpreted as representing thermal induction processes.
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The analytical solution discussed in this chapter serves as a good first approximation
to gain physical insight into the underlying processes which govern the dynamics of
the underwater discharge.

This simple analytical solution cannot be used for

predicting the parameters prior to performing the discharge, but gives a good estimate
of the parameters once the experimental parameter Q 0 is known.
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5

Prediction of the Energy Partition

5.1 Introduction

The underwater discharge [ 1-12) provides four distinct effects which have the
potential to degrade organic contaminants: UV radiation [13), a shock wave [14], an
intense plasma channel [15,16], an a super-critical water steam bubble [17]. Each of
these effects induce distinctively different chemical effects.

Depending on which

compound is to be degraded, it may be preferable to maximize the shock wave, and
minimize the radiation, or vice-versa. Hence a critical aspect of our research is to
learn how to control the efficiency of each of these effects.

The primary purpose of the equations of Chapter 3 and their solutions as described
in both chapters 4 and 5 is to predict radiation and shock wave energy efficiencies for
various parameters of the discharge. Although our pulsed power system is equipped
with a 135 µF capacitor bank, individual capacitors can be removed to vary the
capacitance from 15 to 135 µFin 15 µF intervals. The voltage can be varied from 0
to 25 kV to control the total energy of the discharge. The spark gap length can also be
adjusted by modifying the gap between the electrodes in the reactor chamber. A full
description of the experimental apparatus is given in Chapter 6.
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5.2 Calculating the Efficiency

The energy partitioning as illustrated in Figure 5.1 [ 18) can be readily calculated
using the numerical solutions described in chapter 3. The energy transferred into the
shock waves is given by

E shockwaw:

=

Jpdv

5.1

~ 2nf f T 4 adt

IEM Radiation

Shock Wave

Steam Bubble
Figure 5.1

Energy distribution at time of initial steam bubble formation [18]. The
energy transferred into the plasma channel is dissipated via
electromagnetic radiation and shock waves. The remaining energy will
then contribute to the formation of a post-discharge steam bubble.

and the energy dissipated by radiation is given by

£Radiation

f

4

= (I - J) 0 9T(t) dt ·

5.2
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The energy not dissipated by means of shock waves or radiation contributes to a postdischarge water steam bubble whose maximum radius can be estimated using the
following relation:

5.3

where £ 10101 is the total energy in the capacitor bank, which is given by

5.4
However, eq 5.3 ignores the fact that not all of the energy in the capacitor will be
transferred to the underwater plasma. Since any discharge circuit wi11 typically have
some circuit resistance Re as illustrated in Figure 5.2, a significant fraction of the
energy in the capacitor bank may be dissipated by that resistance.

R

Figure 5.2
Equivalent circuit for the discharge analysis.
R represents the
discharge channel resistance, Le and Re represents the equivalent
circuit inductance and resistance, respectively. Cb is the capacitance of
the storage bank, and U0 is the initial charging voltage. The
capacitance and inductance of the plasma channel are negligible.
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Eq 5.3 should then be replaced by

5.5

where Edischarge is the energy transferred to the underwater plasma, as given by

Edischarg ~

=I R(t)/(t)2dt.

5.6

In order to factor out circuit dependent effects, we calculate the shock wave and
radiation efficiencies by comparing E shock and Eradiation to Edischarge rather than
E capacitor

At the same time, the overall discharge efficiency is obtained by

comparing Edischarge as described by eq 5.6 to Ecapacitor as described by eq 5.4.

We define the following efficiency parameters. The total efficienCYTlrota/ is given by

1110101

=

Edischacg~
E

}()()

= I0

total

2

I R(t)l(t)2dt
_!_cu 2
2

5.7

0

The shock wave efficiency llshock is given by

=

Tl
shock

E

2

10

f pdv

1()() = ....,....----''---Edisdt•a ~
JR(t)/(t)2 dt
shod

and the radiation efficiency Tlradiarion is given by

5.8
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n

. .

' I radiation

=

ERadiatinn

£

di.rchargt

f

100 = (1 - !)102 cr gT(t)4 dt

JR(t)/(t) 2 dt

'

5.9

where all of the above efficiency parameters are given as percentages. Since the
resistance of the discharge varies as a function of the various parameters of the
discharge, such as the capacitance, inductance, gap length and initial voltage, the total
efficiency Tltotal will also vary as a function of the parameters. Eqs 5.7 through 5.9
are used in all of the calculations of the following section.

5.3 Results

The results of our calculations are summarized in Figures 5.3 through 5. 12. In all
calculations, unless indicated othe..Wise, the following parameters were used: Cb =

135 µF, U0

= 5 kV, Le= 250 nH, .e =0. 8 cm, and Re= 13 m!l.

We differentiate in

between control parameters and design parameters; the control parameters are values
that can be changed during the course of an experiment, such as the gap length and
the initial voltage. The design parameters, unlike the control parameters, typically
require some circuit modification. The inductance and the capacitance generally fall
under this category, since the changes in pulse length resulting from varying these
parameters require other changes in the electronic circuitry to accommodate for the
overall impedance and timing changes.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the total energy efficiency as a function of the design and
control parameters, respectively. The total energy transferred decreases for increasing
initial voltage, inductance or capacitance, while it increases for increasing gap length.
The most significant decrease takes place with increasing capacitance. The shock
wave efficiency is illustrated in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The only significant decreases in
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shock wave efficiency take place with increasing inductance and gap length. While
capacitance also decreases this efficiency, the decrease is less than 5 %, and is thus
comparatively insignificant. Changes in initial voltage do not affect the shock wave
efficiency at all.

The radiation efficiency is illustrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Changes in all of the
parameters leave the radiation efficiency relatively unchanged. A change in spark gap
length from 0. 8 to 5 cm only increases the overall radiation efficiency by 2 % from
11 to 13 %. Increases in initial voltage and capacitance decrease this efficiency by
2%.

Changes in inductance leave the radiation efficiency completely unchanged.

Figures 5.9 through 5.12 show the magnitudes of the maximum temperature and
pressure. These extremes usually occur during the first quarter cycle of the discharge.
The dependencies are the same for temperature and pressure; both increase with
increasing energy via both capacitance and inductance, and both decrease with
increasing gap length and inductance.

However, we note that changes in initial voltage bring about the largest changes in
both maximum pressure and temperature. Changes in capacitance bring about only
very little change in maximum pressure. Maximum temperature is reached with the
smallest capacitance and gap length. The maximum pressure decreases significantly
with increasing gap length.
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Total Energy Efficiency as a Function of
The Design Parameters
Vary Capacitance
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Figure 5.3
Total energy efficiency in percents as a function of capacitance and
inductance as calculated using · eq 5.7. The simulation assumes a
circuit resistance Re = 13 mil, a gap length l = 0. 8 cm, and an initial
voltage U0 =5 kV.
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Total Energy Efficiency as a Function of
The Control Parameters
Vary Gap length
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,Figure 5.4
Total energy efficiency in percents as a function of gap length and
initial voltage as calculated using eq 5.7. The simulation assumes a
circuit resistance 13 mil, an inductance Le = 250 nH, and a
capacitance Cb = 135 µF .
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Shockwave Efficiency as a Function of
The Design Parameters
Vary Capacitance
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Figure 5.5
Shock wave efficiency in percents as a function of capacitance and
inductance calculated using eq 5.8. The simulation assumes a circuit
resistance Re= 13 m!l, a gap length f =0. 8 cm, and an initial voltage
U0 =5 kV.
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Shockwave Efficiency as a Function of
The Control Parameters
Vary Gap Length
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;Figure 5.6
Shock wave efficiency in percents as a function of gap length and
initial voltage calculated using eq 5.8. The simulation assumes a
circuit resistance 13 mn, an inductance Le = 250 nH, and a
capacitance Cb= 135 µF.
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Radiation Efficiency as a Function of
The Design Parameters
Vary Capacitance
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Figure 5.7
Radiation efficiency in percents as a function of capacitance and
inductance calculated using eq 5.9. The simulation assumes a circuit
resistance Re = 13 mn, a gap length l =0. 8 cm, and an injtial voltage
U0 =5kV.
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Radiation Efficiency as a Function of
The Control Parameters
Vary Gap Length
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Figure 5.8
Radiation efficiency in percents as a function of gap length and initial
voltage calculated using eq 5.9. The simulation assumes a circuit
resistance 13 m!l, an inductance Le= 250 nH, and a capacitance Cb=
135 µF.
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Maximum Temperature as a Function of
The Design Parameters
Vary Capacitance
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Figure 5.9
Maximum temperature in degrees Kelvin as a function of capacitance
and inductance. The maximum usually occurs within the first quarter
cycle . The simulation assumes a circuit resistance Re = 13 mO , a gap
length f. = 0. 8 cm, and an ini tial voltage U0 = 5 kV.
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Maximum Temperature as a Function of
The Control Parameters
Vary Gap Length
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Figure S.10
Maximum temperature in degrees Kelvin as a function of gap length
and initial voltage. the maximum usually occurs within the first
quarter cycle. The simulation assumes a circuit resistance 13 mil, an
inductance Le= 250 nH, and a capacitance Cb= 135 µF.
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Maximum Pressure as a Function of
The Design Parameters
Vary Capacitance
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Maximum pressure in kilobars (1<>3 ATM) as a function of capacitance
and inductance. The maximum usually occurs within the first quarter
cycle. The simulation assumes a circuit resistance Re= 13 m!2, a gap
length l =0. 8 cm, and an initial voltage U0 =5 kV.
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Maximum Pressure as a Function of
The Control Parameters
Vary Gap Length
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Maximum pressure in ldlobars (1<>3 ATM) as a function of gap length
and initial voltage. the maximum usually occurs within the first quarter
cycle. The simulation assumes a circuit resistance 13 mfl, an
inductance Le= 250 nH, and a capacitance Cb= 135 µF.
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S.4 Discussion

In Chapter 3, we showed that the simulations match reasonably well with experimental

data. For the purpose of predicting changes in the energy partitioning as a function of
parameters, the model is also in agreement with data. As verified experimentally by
Robinson [3], the temperature of the plasma channel does indeed decrease as a
function of increasing gap length

The increase in total energy efficiency as a function of increased gap length as
illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 can be easily explained by the fact that the resistance
of the plasma channel is directly proportional to the gap length,

5.10

and, thus increases as the gap widens, allowing a larger fraction of the energy to
dismpate into the underwater plasma.

1be decrease in total efficiency as the initial voltage increases can be attributed to

the higher temperature reached, whic~ in tum, increases the conductivity

5.11

and, consequently decreases the resistance as illustrated by eq 5.10. The temperature
increase with increasing capacitance is insufficient to account for the dramatic
decrease in efficiency. But, we notice that as the capacitance increases, the average
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radius of the plasma channel increases as well As shown by eq 5.11, a larger channel
radius a leads to a lower resistance, and hence decreases the total efficiency.

Even though increases in initial voltages cause both the maximum temperature and
pressure to increase dramatically, we see no significant effects on the energy
partitioning, Changes in the energy partition are obtained by changing the inductance
and the gap length. While the gap length affects both the shock wave and the radiation
efficiency, the inductance affects only the shock wave efficiency. A simple explanation
is that the inductance slows down the energy transfer enough to affect the rate at
which the channel radius expands. The radiation efficiency is unaffected because even
though the overall temperature drops, the time over which the radiation is emitted
increases.

The increases in radiation efficiency with increasing gap length can be explained by
an increase in the overall plasma channel surface area, and a reduction of the discharge
ringing which increases the time width of the temperature peak. Both of these effects
compensate for the reduction in overall temperature, leading to a slight increase in the
radiation efficiency.

As will be shown in Chapter 6, shock waves alone do not lead to significant

chemical degradation, hence we do not need to take into account the shock wave
efficiency. In determining which combination of parameters is best for increasing
chemical efficiency, it is thus only necessary to consider both the radiation

e~ncy

and the maximum temperature of the plasma channel Thus, for example, even though
the overall energy partitioning remains unaffected by changes in initial voltages,

photochemical processes would still change as a result of the changes in temperature
of the plasma channel

8S

The most interesting control parameter is the capacitance, since increases in
capacitance lead to very small increases in both shock wave and radiation efficiencies,
while the maximum temperature and pressure remain nearly constant. This would
suggest that a device with a smaller capacitance would lead to very similar chemical
effects. The advantage of a smaller capacitance is a faster charging time, and a
decrease in net energy consumed. Hence, the total chemical oxidation process energy
efficiency should be maximized by lowering the capacitance of the LRC circuit
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6

Degradation of 4 -Chlorophenol,
3,4 Dichloroaniline, and 2,4,6 Trinitrotoluene
in an Electrohydraulic Discharge Reactor

6.1 Introduction

An EHD system consists of two major components: a pulsed-power electrical
discharge circuit and a reaction chamber.

Electrical energy is stored in a large

capacitance (135 µ F) pulsed-power circuit and is then released as a pulsed electrical
discharge using fast ignitron switches. Each pulse can have energies ranging from 2
to 25 kl with a duration of 20-100 µ s and peak powers in the megawatt to gigawatt
range. The reactor vessel shown on the left-hand side of Figure 6.1 contains an
electrode assembly and the aqueous solution to be treated. The reactor is designed to
withstand the high electrical currents and voltages, and the intense shockwaves
generated by the electrohydraulic discharges.

Basic pulsed-power technology has been incorporated into other AOTs such as in
non-thermal plasma and corona discharge treatment of hazardous wastes [2,3].
However, they depend on substantially different chemical mechanisms than the EHD
process to achieve compound destruction. Non-thermal plasma technology has been
applied primarily to gas phase waste streams. This approach relies on high-energy
collisions of molecules with electrons to generate free radicals and lower-energy
electrons, which subsequently react with the chemical contaminants.

The corona
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Figure 6.1
Schematic diagram of the EHD reactor and electronic circuit. The
reactor is shown on the left, and the layout of the electronics
representing the energy storage circuit and fast switches is shown on
the right.

discharge method is similar in this operation to non-thermal plasmas, although it has
also been applied to the treatment of liquid-phase wastes [13].

In the EHD process, chemical degradation also occurs within the plasma channel
directly due to pyrolysis and free radical reactions. However, the small volume of the
plasma channel (1 -3 mL) limits the amount of solution that can be treated directly by
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high temperature processes. On the other hand, experiments with exploding wires
have shown that electrohydraulic discharges induce extreme electromagnetic and
mechanical conditions in the bulk solutions outside of the plasma channel region
[8,9,11,14]. These experiments have established that there are three primary physical
processes -

ultraviolet (UV) photolysis, electrohydraulic cavitation,and supercritical

water oxidation -

with the potential to induce significant oxidative chemistry in the

bulk solution.

The plasma channel formed during an electrohydraulic discharge reaches
temperatures of 10,000 - 50,000 K and thus functions as a blackbody radiation source
with a maximum emittance in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region of the spectrum (A

= 75 - 185 nm) [9]. The VUV emitted from the hot plasma is absorbed by the water
layer immediately surrounding the plasma channel [15), and the UV light (A. > 185
nm) penetrates into the bulk of the solution.

During the formation of the plasma

channel ( l -2 µs) an intense 5 to 20 kbar shockwave is generated, due to the rapidly
expanding plasma [8]. The resulting shockwave can induce pyrolytic and free radical
reactions indirectly via electrohydraulic cavitation [12). As the plasma channel cools
over 1-3 ms, thermal energy is transferred to the surrounding water resulting in the
formation of a steam bubble [11]. Within the steam bubble, the temperatures and
pressures are high enough for the formation of transient supercritical water [14).

The simultaneous occurrence of multiple oxidative processes makes the chemistry
of the EHD process extremely complicated. In an attempt to differentiate between
these processes we group them into localized and extended effects.

We define

oxidative degradation that occurs within the plasma channel and within the immediate
vicinity as "localized." This includes pyrolysis within the high temperature plasma,
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oxidation due to direct and indirect VUV photolysis, and supercritical water oxidation.
Oxidative degradation resulting from shockwaves and UV radiation in the bulk
aqueous solution is defined as "extended."

6.2 Experimental Methods

6.2.1 The Pulsed-Power Plasma Reactor System
A schematic diagram of the important features of the Caltech EHD facility is shown
in Figure 6.1.

The reactor chamber has been designed to withstand the extreme

electrical and mechanical stresses that are generated during an EHD event.
Furthermore, it has been designed to provide reproducible conditions for > 100,000
discharges.

The high-voltage cathode bulkhead penetration assembly is the most

critical component of the reactor. The insulation on the cathode must hold off a
potential of at least 25 kV without shorting, and must be resistant to the erosive effects
of intense shockwaves.

An opposing electrode design was selected for shock resistance and adjustability.
The adjustable ground electrode assembly allows for the precise control (± 0.1 mm) of
the spark gap length within a range of 0 - 30 mm; it maintains the structural integrity
of the chamber; and it provides a tight ·compression connection for the high current
pulses. The ground electrode can be readjusted to maintain a constant spark-gap
separation to offset erosion of the electrode tips. Tantalum was selected for the
electrode tips because it is a refractory metal (mp = 2996°C) which minimizes
electrode erosion; and tantalum and its oxide are relatively inert and do not interfere
significantly with the organic chemistry under investigation. The tantalum tips are
joined to the steel electrodes by incorporating them into locking Morse taper
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assemblies. Flat cylindrical tips are used to minimize the effects of tip erosion during
the lifetime of an experiment.

The electronics package, as ilJustrated in Figure 6.1, is a specialized RLC circuit
designed and built by Pulsed-Power Technologies Inc.

It has been specifically

designed with a low inductance (250 -300 nH) and a relatively large capacitance ( 135
µF) to generate short high energy pulses. It is capable of delivering a 20 µs pulse

with a total energy of 25 kJ and a peak power of up to l GW. Fast ignitron switches
(300 ns risetime) are used to trigger the discharge.

Electrical current was measured on the hot electrode bus (cathode) using a
Rogowski coil that has been calibrated against a 123.3

µn

current viewing resistor

from T & M Research. Voltages were measured on the cathode bus bar using a high
voltage probe from North Star Research. Triggering of the circuit and colJection of
the current and voltage traces was done remotely using an Intel 486-66 PC loaded
with National Instruments' LabView software.

As a specialized RLC circuit, a given discharge can be described by the governing
differential equation;

d2

d

L - q + R(t)_!l_ + !L = 0,
dt 2
dt
c

6.1

where l is the inductance of the circuit, C is the capacitance, and q is the stored
charge. R(t) is the resistance of the circuit and is dominated by the time-dependent
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resistance of the plasma channel. Depending on the specific values of R, L, and C
2

there are three regimes of discharge operation, underdamped R < 2( L/ C) 1/ , critically
12

2

damped R = 2(L/C)l/ , and over-damped R > 2(L/C) / .

AJI discharges in our

experiments were either underdamped or critically damped (i.e., most discharges
exhibit current reversal).

In a typical EHD experiment the large capacitor bank was charged to Uc8

= 10.2

kV, which yielded the total stored energy of Eco = 7 kl. Subsequently the capacitor
bank was discharged very rapidly using fast ignitron switches thereby charging the
submerged electrodes. At this voltage the electric field strength is insufficient to
cause the formation of a plasma channel directly through liquid water. Prebreakdown
ionic current heats the water in the spark gap forming gas bubbles through which the
discharge will occur [ 10].

The prebreakdown processes significantly reduce the

energy available for the discharge itself from Ec8 = 7 kJ to E0 = 2 kl. After a plasma
channel is formed, a current pulse arcs across the underwater spark-gap (0.8 cm).
Since the plasma channel is the major resistive element in the circuit, the majority of
the energy in the current pulse in deposited into the solution in the reactor chamber.

A representative set of current vs.

tim~

and voltage vs. time transients for the three

different discharge configurations are shown in Figure 6.2. For 3.5 L experiments
with 4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 3,4-dichloroaniline (3,4-DCA) and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT) , the total energy of the capacitor bank was set to Eco

= 7 kJ.

The voltage on

the cathode at the time of discharge was U0 = 5.5 ± 0.3 kV; and the energy delivered
in the EHD pulse was E0 = 2.0 ± 0.2 kJ. The peak current of these pulses was
typically 90 kA.

We use Ec8 rather than E0 for all efficiency calculations,
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since it includes all of the energy losses due to the prebreakdown phenomena.
Furthermore, it is possible that thermal degradation of organic substrates occurs
during the prebreakdown period.

A high density polyethylene liner was used to reduce the chamber volume from 3.5
to 1.0 L. An unexpected side effect of the liner was the reduction of voltage losses
during the pre-discharge initiation period due to ionic currents. With the liner
installed, and the energy of the capacitor bank set to Ec8
cathode at the time of discharge was V0

EHD pulse was Ev

= 3.5

± 0.2 kJ.

=7.2 ± 0.2 kV.

=7

kl, the voltage on the

The energy delivered in the

For this reason, an additional set of 1.0 L

experiments were performed with Ec8 = 4 k.J.

At this initial stored energy the

voltages and energies of the EHD pulses more closely matched those of the 3.5 LI 7
kJ experiments. The voltage at the time of discharge, was V0

= 5.2 ± 0.1 kV, and the

energy of the EHD pulse was Ev= 1.9 ± 0.2 kl

We define the lifetime of an EHD pulse as the period of time between the first and
last time the current pulse reaches 10 % of its peak value. The duration of the pulse
can be directly related to the voltage at the initiation of the plasma channel. For
experiments run at 7 kJ in 3.5 L, the average current pulse lasted 41 ± 4 µ s. The
average current pulse for experiments run at 4 kJ in 1.0 L lasted for 40 ± 6 µ s. The
current pulses for experiments run at 7 kJ in 1.0 L were 51 ± 5 µ s, approximately 25
% longer than for the other two experiments.

6.2.2 Materials
4-CP

(Aldrich),

p-benzoquinone

(Aldrich),

NaH2P04

(EM

Science),

and

hydroquinone (J. T . Baker) were used as received. TNT was obtained from Chem
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Service at 99% purity (with added water for safety) and was dried before use.
3,4-DCA (Lancaster) was recrystalized twice in toluene before use.

Ozone

measurements were made using potassium 5,5,7-indigotrisulfonic acid (Sigma). All
solutions were made with water obtained from a MilliQ-UV-Plus System ( R=l8 .2
MQ cm-1) .

NaH2 P04 salt was added as an electrolyte to all the solutions described in this
paper to increase the conductivity and to ensure rapid formation of the plasma channel
across the underwater electrode gap. A salt concentration of 0.015 M was determined
experimentally to be the minimum value to facilitate reproducible EHD discharges
across a 0.8 cm spark-gap. NaH2 P04 was used because of its low reactivity with
hydroxyl radicals (koH· = 2.0 x 104 M· 1s· 1) [16] ; which are produced during an
electrohydraulic discharge. 4-CP, which has a pKa = 9.4, is present in the protonated
form at pH = 5. 3,4-DCA , with a pKa

= 2.9,

is present in its neutrally charged

deprotonated form.

Ozone was generated with an OREC Model Vl0-0 Ozonator set at l AC amp with
a flow rate of 2 LPM. The solution was sparged with ozone using a specially built
HDPE insulating disk with eleven 0.015" diameter vents. The 0 3/02 mixture was
pumped into the disk with a tube from the generator outside the chamber.

6.2.3 Analytical Procedures
The concentrations of 4-CP, p -benzoquinone, p-hydroquinone, 4-chlorocatechol, and
4-chlororesorcinol were determined using a Hewlett Packard Series II I 090 HPLC
with a UV-VIS diode array detector and a reverse phase column [ 17]. Analysis was
done within four hours of the experiment. Chloride ion concentration was obtained
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using an Orion Model 94-l 7B chloride electrode. The disappearance of 3,4-DCA and
2,4,6-TNT was monitored with HPLC. 3,4-DCA was separated from its oxidation

products on a normal-phase column (Hewlett-Packard 5 µm MOS hypersil) using a
gradient elution program (100% H20 to 60:40 H 20:CH3CN at 1 mL per minute).
2,4,6-TNT concentrations were measured with a Hewlett-Packard Hypersil BDS

column and an isocratic 24:76 CH30H:H 20 mixture at a flow rate of 0.725 mL/min.

In the TNT/ozone experiments samples were analyzed for total organic carbon (TOC)
with a Shimadzu (TOC-500). Dissolved ozone concentrations were determined using
the method of Bader and Hoigne [18).

6.2.4 Experimental Procedures
To determine the primary oxidative mechanisms operative in an EHD reactor we
performed three sets of experiments. First, we treated an aqueous solution of 4-CP
with one hundred and twenty 7 kJ discharges, and determined the distribution of
product concentrations. Since the degradation of 4-CP by direct photolysis [19-23],
Ti02 photocatalysis [1 ,24,25], and sonolysis [6] have been investigated previously,
the product distributions from each of these methods are known. Comparison of the
observed product distribution with those reported in the literature yields insight into
the predominant mechanism of degradation within an EHD reactor. A 3.5 L airsaturated solution of 200 µM 4-CP at pH = 5 (0.0 15 M NaH2P04
one hundred and twenty 7 kJ

)

was exposed to

electrohydraulic discharges in the EHD reactor.

Samples were taken every 5 discharges for the first 40 shots, and every ten discharges
thereafter.
experiment.

There was a small temperature rise of 8 °C over the lifetime of the
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The second set of experiments explored the kinetics of the reactor using three
different compounds, 4-CP, 3,4-DCA, and TNT. In these experiments the initial rate
of substrate oxidation was measured as a function of initial substrate concentration.
Since direct photolysis was suspected to be a major oxidative pathway in the EHD
process we studied three compounds with widely different quantum yields [26-28].
These compounds are all priority pollutants and groundwater contaminants [29,30].
Furthermore, their low volatility and reasonably high solubility make them ideal for
study in an EHD reactor. In order to determine the relative contribution of localized
verses extended degradative mechanisms, the volume dependence of the degradation
rates was also explored.

Apparent zero-order rate constants were measured as a function of the initial
concentration of 4-CP over the range of 50 - 800 µM. The experimental procedures
were the same for each concentration (i.e., 3.5 L of 4-CP solution were treated with
twenty five 7 kJ electrohydraulic discharges). Three independent 0.5 mL samples
were taken after every five discharges and analyzed for 4-CP and benzoquinone. The
initial degradation rates were also measured for a 1.2 L volume reactor. In these
experiments 1.0 L of 4-CP solution was treated with 10 electrohydraulic discharges,
and three independent 0.5 mL samples were taken after every two discharges. A
HDPE volume-reduction liner was used· for the 1.0 L experiments. At both volumes,
there was 2.25 cm of free space above the solution to facilitate mixing between
discharges.

Initial degradation rates were also measured for 3,4-DCA, and TNT. Both of these
experiments were run with the reaction chamber in the 3.5 L configuration (without
the liner). The 3,4-DCA solutions were exposed to forty 7 kJ discharges, and were
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sampled after each five discharges. Initial concentrations of the 3,4-DCA solutions
studied ranged from 100-800 µM . The TNT degradation kinetics experiments were
performed similar to those for 4-CP and 3,4-DCA. The TNT solutions were treated
with thirty 7 kJ discharges, and were sampled after every five discharges. Since the
solubility of TNT is low, the maximum concentration of the solutions studied was 350
µM.

Direct photolysis by UV radiation rarely leads to complete mineralization of an
organic substrate [7]. The third set of experiments examined the combination of a
chemical oxidant, ozone, with the EHD reactor.

TNT was chosen as the test

compound for these experiments since it is refractory to both direct UV photolysis,
and to dark reactions with ozone.

A 3.5 L solution of 159 µM TNT, and 15 mM NaH2 P04 was treated with two
hundred and sixty 7 kJ electrohydraulic discharges. The solution was sparged with an
0 3 /02 gas mixture at the rate of 2 LPM for the duration of the experiment to maintain
a steady-state ozone concentration. However, a true steady-state concentration could
not be maintained as the temperature of the solution varies significantly during an
experiment of this duration.

The initial solution temperature was 23 °C and it

increased linearly to a maximum value of 40 °C over 260 electrohydraulic discharges.
The ozone concentration thus fluctuated from a higher value at low temperatures to a
lower value at higher temperatures; several ozone measurements were made and an
average ozone concentration for the experiment was determined to be 90 µM.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 4-CP Reaction Products
The chemical results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6.3. A 35 % conversion
of 4-CP was obtained after one hundred and twenty 7 kJ discharges (Figure 6.3).
Chloride ion production was found to be stoichiometric within

experimental error

EHD Treatment of 200 µM 4-Chlorophenol
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Figure 6.3
Treatment of a 3.5 liter, 200 µM 4-CP solution (pH 5) with one
hundred and twenty 7 kJ electrohydraulic discharges. Shown are the
transients for the degradation of 4-CP, and the production of
benzoquinone and chloride ions.
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(e.g., 70 µM 4-CP was degraded while 64 µM CJ- was produced after 120 discharges,

accounting for 91 % of converted 4-CP). 41 % of the degraded 4-CP was accounted
for in the form of p-benzoquinone.

Small concentrations of hydroquinone were

detected, possibly due to the photolysis of benzoquinone or from redox equilibration
with the benzoquinone in the sample vials. 4-Chlorocatechol, and 4-chlororesorcinol
were not detected at greater than or equal to the 1 µM detection limit.

6.3.2 Kinetics Experiments
Direct photolysis reactions obey the following rate equation,
dC

- - = <I>(A. )I0 (11. ,t Xt - exp(-2.303elC))
dt

6.2

where C is the concentration of the reactant, <l>(A) is the photolysis quantum yield, 10
is the intensity of the UV source, E is the substrate extinction coefficient, and l is the
pathlength of radiation.

Since the UV source in the EHD reactor is pul sed, J0(A.,t) varies significantly over
the lifetime of the pulse. However, the total energy per discharge is a well-defined
quantity. Thus, we assume that the total UV flux per discharge is relatively constant
as long as the discharge conditions remain constant. Under these conditions we can
replace t with the number of discharges, N, to obtain,
dC

- - = <l>(A.)Q(A.Xl - exp(-2.303elC))
dN

6.3
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which for large values of £LC gives,
dC

- - =<l>(/1.)Q(A.) = ko,

6.4

dN

where Q(A.) is the radiant energy per discharge. Since N is dimensionless, the rate
constants wiJJ have non-conventional units. A zero-order rate constant, k0 , will have
1

dimensions of µM discharge- , and a first-order rate constant, k 1, will have dimensions
of discharge-

1
•

Later in the discussion section we will relate these N-based kinetic

constants to the intrinsic rate constants based on time.

As seen in Figure 3 the degradation of 4-CP deviates from linear kinetics at N >
30.

This may be due to competitive absorption of the UV radiation by the

accumulating light-absorbing reaction products and the Ta!fa20 5 particles from the
erosion of the electrodes during successive discharges.

Given this limitation, the

zero-order rate constants are based on the initial rates of disappearance of 4-CP (N <
25).

The values of the apparent initial zero-order rate constants (kA

= - dC/dN)

are

shown in Figure 4 as a function of initial concentration. The decline in rate at low
concentrations (< 150 µM) is consistent with the exponential term in eq 6.3. At these
low concentrations the UV radiation from the plasma channel is not completely
absorbed by the solution. This decline starts at higher concentrations for the 1.0 L
experiment since the maximum pathlength l is shorter when the HOPE liner is
installed in the chamber.
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However, at higher concentrations, the strong dependence of the apparent rate
constant on the initial concentration is not consistent with eq 6.4. As long as the UV
radiation from the plasma channel is completely absorbed by the primary
chromophore, there should be no dependence of kA on concentration.

Therefore,

either the strong absorbance approximation is invalid, or an additional reaction
pathway is indicated.

The simplest model to account for the trends observed in Figure 6.4 is to consider
the EHD system to be a two compartment reactor. The first reactor compartment is
the bulk solution which is exposed to the extended effects (UV and
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shockwave radiation) generated by the EHD discharge. Discounting any cavitational
effects generated by the shockwave, degradation in thls region is purely
photochemical.

The second reactor compartment is the small volume contained within and
immediately surrounding the plasma channel. The solution in thls region is exposed
to the localized chemical effects.

The substrate is oxidized withln the high

temperature plasma channel and by hydroxyl radicals generate-d by the VUV
photolysis of water. Since the conditions in and around the plasma channel are so
extreme, it is assumed that any substrate within this region will be completely
oxidized. These combined processes will appear to be first-order in kinetic behavior
when they are considered over the scale of the entire reactor (vide infra).

If the solution in the reactor chamber is well-mixed after one discharge the

measured concentration of the substrate will be,

6.5

where C; is the initial concentration,

v,,. is the total solution volume, VR is the plasma

channel volume, and k 0 (units of µM discharge. 1) is the zero-order rate constant due to
After N discharges, it can be shown that the measured

direct photolysis.
concentration will be,

N

C = a C; - ko

N-1

L an

n=O

=a

N

(1-aN)

C; - ko (

)
1-a

6.6
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where,

6.7

Since N can be treated as a continuous variable for the kinetics analysis, the derivative
of eq 6.6 with respect to N yields,
tn(a )N

I n( a ) e
dC _ _ tn(a)N
---e
C +k 0 - - - dN

'

(1-a)

Since a : : : 1 and N < 40, we can assume that ln(a)

6.8

= (a-1) and exp(Jn(a)N) = (l

+

ln(a)N) to obtain,

-dC = ln(a)C;
dN

- k0

-

k 0 ln(a)N + ln 2 (a )NC; .

6.9

The last two terms of eq 6.9 can be neglected since they are much smaller in
magnitude than the first two terms and are much smaller than the experimental error.
Therefore, the differential equation that describes the initial rate of degradation in an
EHD reactor can be described as the s.um of zero and first-order terms as follows:

6.10

The observed first-order rate constant will be k 1 = -ln(a). The value of k 1 is a function
of the ratio of VR to Vr. In our reactor VR << Vr, and therefore k 1 has a small, (:::::: 9 x
10-4 discharge-') but significant effect.
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Theoretically the data of an individual experiment should fit to eq 6.6. However,
an inherently large shot-to-shot noise, a small number of experimental points, and the
small values of k1 make this impractical. Under these conditions the nonlinear least
squares fitting routine rarely converges. However, eq 6.10 shows that kA is linearly
dependent on C; where the slope yields a value for k1 , and the y-intercept yields a
value for k0 . The resulting fitted values are summarized in Table 6.1. The values
obtained for k0 and k 1 can be substituted into eq 6.6 to calculate predicted
experimental transients.

Figure 6.5 shows the predicted dependence of C as a

function of N for a 4-CP solution ( C;

= 302 µM) compared with the experimentally

determined values. The predicted transients fall within experimental error of the
observed rates.
Table 6.1

Experimentally Determined Constants
ko

kl

(µMidis.)

(10-4/d/s.)

~

Intrinsic
G~
Rate
Constant Value

(mL)

(M/s)

oa4J

Reaction
Quantum
Yield

Ref.

(<I>,)

4-Chlorophenol
(3.5 L, 7 kJ)

0.73 ± 0.08 9.4 ± 1.4

3.5 ± 0.5

0.022

44

4-Chlorophenol
(1.0 L, 7 kJ)

3.25 ± 0.08 24.3 ± 1.5

2.4 ± 0.2

0.073

52

4-Chlorophenol
(1.0 L, 4 kJ)

2.5 ± 0.36

12 ± 7

1.2 ± 0.7

0.054

38

Dlchloroanlllne

0.17 ± 0.03

8.2 ± 0.6

2.8±0.l

0.008

16

0.044

34

Trinitrotoluene

0.10 ± 0.03

5.6 ± 1.0

1.9 ± 0.4

0.005

10

0.0021

33

0.024

48

Trinitrotoluene
+Ozone

0.25

32

• These values are reported for a representative 200 mM solution of the substrate; with the
exception for the TNT/ozone experiment which Is at 160 mM.
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Additional evidence for the validity of the two-term rate expression is evident
in Figure 6.6 which shows benzoquinone production as a function of N for a number
of initial concentrations. When C;

~

100 µM benzoquinone production is constant

within experimental error. As discussed previously, benzoquinone is the predominant
product of the direct photolysis of 4-CP. Figure 6.6 clearly shows that within the
bulk-phase compartment of the reactor, UV photolysis is zero-order and independent
of the initial concentration.

302 µM 4-Chlorophenol Experiment
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Figure 6.5
The data of a 302 µM 4-CP experiment superimposed on the transient
obtained from Eq 6.6 and the experimentally determined values for k 0
andk1•

The degradation rates of 3,4-DCA and TNT were studied and analyzed by the
same kinetic scheme applied to 4 -CP. Figure 6.7 shows the experimental results for
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the 3.5 L experiments on 4-CP, 3,4-DCA , and TNT; in which the values of kA are
plotted against C;. The corresponding values of k0 and k1 are given in Table 6.1.

If the solution in the reactor chamber is well mixed after one discharge the

change in the concentration of the substrate will be,
visible

!:iC=_ VR C-

J<l>(A.)Q(A.)(l -exp{-2.303E(l..)LC}]dt..,

VT

6.1 l

185nm

where C is the concentration, Vr is the total solution volume, and Vn is the plasma
channel volume.

Since TNT, 4-CP and 3,4-DCA are strong absorbers in the 185-300 nm region
of the spectrum, we can assume that UV radiation with wavelengths shorter than some
A.cutoff

near 300 nm will be strongly absorbed.

wavelengths longer than

A.cutoff

The absorbance of UV with

will depend on the concentration of the solution. Thus

eq 6.11 can be written as follows,

Acutoff

!>C = -

~; C-

f

<l>(A) Q(A) dA -

185nm

visible

rl>(A) Q(A l[1- exp{- 2.303t(A )IC}]<IA . 6.12
Acutoff

The second term in eq 6.12 is a constant,

ko.

The third term cannot be rigorously

evaluated unless the function Q(I..) is known. If E(A) is small when
6.12 can be approximated by,

A.

>

A.cutoff

then eq
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visible

tic= - vR C- ko Vr

2.3031 c J<t>(A) Q(A)e(A)dA.

6.13

Acurojf

If we make the following definitions:

visible

kf = 2.303/

J

4>(A.) Q(A.) e(A.) <IA.,

6.14

Acutoff

then eq 6.13 can be written as

6.15

Eq 6.15 shows that the amount of substrate converted during each discharge
should be linearly dependent on the initial concentration, and this is experimentally
observed. The question remains whether the linear term results predominantly from
localized reactions within the plasma channel region, or if it is due to photolysis by
the weakly absorbing region of the EHDs emission spectrum.

Clearly we cannot quantitatively answer the above question until Q(A.) is
experimentally determined. However, two different experimental results indicate that
k 1local dominates the linear term in eq 6.15. First, Figure 6.6 shows that benzoquinone
production is constant when the initial concentration of 4-CP is

~

100 µM even

though the amount of 4-CP converted increases 80% as Ci varies from 100 - 800 µM .
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Since benzoquinone is the primary photolysis product, one would expect its
production to depend on the initial concentration of 4-CP if photolysis was
responsible for k 1•

Although not conclusive, product analysis indicates that the

localized plasma channel effects are predominant.

Benzoquinone Production in the 3.5 L 4-Chlorophenol Experiments
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Figure 6.6
The data of a 302 µM 4-CP experiment superimposed on the transient
obtained from Eq 6.6 and the experimentally determined values for k 0
and k1 .Benzoquinone production as a function of the number of
discharges for the 3.5 L 4-CP experiments. The transients shown are
for seven experiments with different initial concentrations of 4-CP.
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Second, the invariability of k 1 with respect to the compound also indicates that
localized plasma channel effects dominate the linear term in eq 6.15.

Since the

environment within the plasma channel compartment is extremely harsh, oxidation of
organic substrates within this region is non-selective. Therefore, if localized plasma
channel effects predominate, k 1 should not vary significantly from one compound to
A.
another. Conversely, k 1 is dependent on <l>(A) for the specific compound. If
photolysis mechanisms are predominant, k 1 should be highly dependent on <l>(A).
Figure 6.7 shows that the values of k 1 for both 4-CP and 3,4-DCA are equivalent
within experimental error. The value of k 1 for TNT is slightly less, but is within a
factor of two of the values for the other two compounds.

Apparent Initial Rate Constant vs. Initial Concentration
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6.3.3 Combined EHD/Ozone Treatment of TNT
For most organic compounds, UV irradiation alone is insufficient to result in complete
mineralization [7]. Therefore, most photochemicaJly based AOTs use UV radiation in
combination with high redox potential chemical oxidants such as ozone or hydrogen
peroxide.

Photolysis of ozone produces hydroxyl radicals, which can efficiently

oxidize refractory organic compounds that may not be susceptible to direct photolysis.

The combined EHD/ozone process was able to completely degrade a 159 µM

TNT solution to less than detection limits (< 1 µM) over the duration of a 260
discharge experiment (Figure 6.8). The HPLC method used measured the TNT
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Figure 6.8
TNT concentration and TOC as a function of the number of discharges
for the combined EHD/ozone experiment discussed in the text.
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concentration, but did not detect oxidative intermediates.

The overaJI TNT

degradation kinetics appear to be complicated; however, the first 80 discharges can be
fit to an apparent zero-order rate constant kA

= 1.0 ± 0.1 µM

discharge·'. The total

organic carbon (TOC) content of the solution decreased by 34% from 18 ppm to 12
ppm.

A control ozone experiment run for an equivalent time but without

electrohydraulic discharges showed only a 7 % decrease in the TNT concentration.

6.4 Discussion

Reaction product distributions strongly indicate that direct photolysis is the primary
mechanism of degradation of 4-CP in the EHD reactor. The products observed are
consistent with the distributions reported in the literature for aqueous-phase
photolysis of 4-CP. Stoichiometric production of chloride ions is consistent with the
photochemical mechanism of 4-CP which involves cleavage of the C-Cl bond in the
first step [ 19]. Furthermore, in aqueous phase flash-photolysis experiments on 4-CP,
p-benzoquinone and hydroquinone are the primary and secondary photolytic
degradation products [20,21,23].

Shockwaves produced during· an EHD discharge could cause cavitational
effects similar to those observed in sonochemical experiments [4,5, 12]. Sonolysis of
an aqueous solution of 4-CP is known to oxidize 4-CP to hydroquinone, 4chlororesorcinol and 4-chlorocatechol (]_) . The sonolytic oxidation of 4-CP proceeds
primarily via reactions with hydroxyl radicals rather than by pyrolysis.

At a

concentration of 200 µM, if electrohydraulic cavitation is occurring, 4-CP should
react with hydroxyl radicals in the hydrophobic bubble interfacial regions. However,
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the products of the sonolytic degradation of 4-CP are not the same as seen during
EHDR degradation of 4-CP.

Thus, we conclude that cavitation induced during

electrohydraulic discharges does not result in discernible4-CP degradation.

Given the compounds tested, it appears that the EHD reactor functions
primarily via UV-induced photochemical processes combined with a significant
secondary contribution from direct reactions within the plasma channel. The values
of k0 for a compound should, therefore, scale with its quantum efficiency for direct
photolysis. The values for all three compounds are listed in Table 6.1, along with
their reported quantum efficiencies for direct photolysis (<l>r).
k04CP/k0DCA

The ratio of

=4 .3 , wh'1c h is. rn. reasonable agreement wit. h the ratio. .m. 4CP/<J> OCA =5 .7 .
'l-'r

r

However the ratio of k0DCA!k/NT = 1.7 is an order of magnitude off of the value of
<l>rDCAl<t>tm· = 21. One possible reason is that the repotted quantum efficiency, which

was measured at A.

= 3 J3 nm is not valid at the shorter UV wavelengths used in this

experiment. Secondly, degradation products are known to significantly enhance the
photolysis of TNT (27].

As long as all UV radiation is absorbed by the solution, the total number of
moles of substrate converted should depend only on the UV flux emitted from the
plasma channel, (i.e., independent of the volume of the chamber). Therefore, the
value of k0 should scale inversely with the volume of the chamber (since it is a molar
quantity).

Difficulty arises in determining the volume dependence of k0 since the

volume reduction liner changes the discharge characteristics of the plasma channel.
Changes in the peak voltages, peak currents, and lifetime of the discharge can have
significant effects on the emitted UV flux . Therefore, it is best to compare k 0 values
for systems with closely matching discharge characteristics. As discussed above, the
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7 kJ - 3.5 L experiments, and the 4.0 kJ - 1.0 L experiments have similar discharge
characteristics. The ratio of k 0 ( l .O L)/ko(3.5 L) = 3.4, which is in excellent agreement
with the inverse ratio of the volumes.

As predicted by eq 6.13 and 6.15, k 1 demonstrates moderate dependence on
the reactor volume. Table 6.1 gives the plasma channel (VR) volumes derived from
the experimental k 1 values. The values of VR range from 1.9 to 3.5 rnL and are
consistent with the physical dimensions of plasma channels measured in exploding
wire experiments.

Even though the plasma channel is small, its effects are

measurable. Plasma channel effects can even be the dominant oxidative mechanism
at high concentrations of substrate, especially for compounds such as TNT, which
have moderately low photolysis rates. Furthermore, since the plasma channel cannot
be physically isolated from the rest of the system, its effects are always present as an
apparent background degradation rate.

The addition of ozone to the EHD reactor dramatically increases the TNT
degradation rate and caused greater than 99% degradation within 260 electrohydraulic
discharges. This enhancement must be due to the reaction of TNT with the hydroxyl
radicals produced by the photolysis of ozone since the dark reaction of TNT with
ozone is very slow. In order to determine the magnitude of the effect of ozone
addition on kA, the effects due to the plasma channel and direct photolysis need to be
factored out.

The apparent initial zero-order rate of degradation of TNT in this experiment
was kA

= 1.0 µM

discharge·

discharge characteristics,

1
•

Since there are no differences in the electrohydraulic

plasma channel oxidation ( k1 ) should be the same as
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observed in the TNT experiments shown in Figure 6.7.

Thus 9% of the TNT

degradation can be attributed to first-order processes. Likewise, TNT has a much
higher extinction coefficient than ozone and will dominate in the absorption of UV.
Therefore, direct photolysis of TNT could account for up to 10% of the observed
initial degradation rate. From the ozone sparging control experiment approximately
7% of the TNT degradation could be due to dark reactions. Then, by process balance,
,.,74 % of kA is due to the combined effects of EHD/03 .

While kA of the combined EHDIO3 process is of the same order of magnitude
as kA for 4-CP, a direct photolysis process, it is less susceptible to the accumulation of
oxidation products and tantalum/tantalum oxide particles. This is apparent in that the
rapid initial rate of TNT degradation continues down to lower concentrations before
leveling off, compared to 4-CP (Figure 6.3). Furthermore, in the case of TNT there is
a significant reduction in the TOC indicating that

34 % of the TNT has undergone

complete mineralization. Since the rate of disappearance of TOC appears to be
accelerating, complete mineralization of an organic substrate is likely given that the
experiment could be extended by increasing the number of discharges.

The energy efficiency of the EHD process can be determined by computing
the G-values which are listed in Table 6.1. The G-value is defined as the number of
substrate molecules converted per 100 eV of energy stored in the capacitor bank. If
the G-value is defined according to the energy dissipated during the actual
electrohydraulic discharge then the values are even higher. The listed G-values have
been calculated for 200 µM solutions, and include both the contributions of direct
photolysis and plasma channel reactions (k0 and k1). We note that, at present, the

EHD reactor and power supply have not been optimized for maximum energy
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efficiency, therefore, the calculated G-values are apparatus specific and are not
intrinsic efficiencies.

For comparison, we can convert the N-based rate constants kA, k0 , and k 1, to
the more conventional intrinsic rate constants, based on real-time. If we assume that
the average current pulse lasts 41 or 51 µs (depending on the reactor configuration)
the intrinsic rate constants kA 1 range from 5 x 10·3 M s· 1, to 7.3 x 10·2 M s- 1• Since
these constants are relatively large, the rate-determining factor for the treatment of a
volume of solution will be the repetition rate of the electronic circuit. The current
repetition rate is approximately six discharges per minute; however rates of 5 - 10 Hz
are easily achievable using current technology. At a 10 Hz repetition rate, the total
treatment time for degradation of 3.5 L of 160 µM TNT (99% degradation) would be
approximately 30 seconds with the EHD/03 process.

The EHD process is just beginning to be explored as a method of treating
hazardous chemical wastes.

The parameters that influence the efficiency of this

process have yet to be optimized. The EHD discharge operates primarily as a high
intensity UV light source.

The oxidation of organic compounds in the reactor is

primarily due to photochemical processes. However, oxidation within the plasma
channel region is a significant secondary oxidative process; which may actually
dominate the observed reaction rates at high substrate concentrations. When the EHD
process is combined with ozone, it has the potential for the rapid and complete
mineralization of hazardous wastes in very short periods of time (seconds to minutes).
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7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of Results

A two-phase model that describes the Electrohydraulic Discharge process (EHD) has
been desclibed. The performance of this model has been evaluated for the Caltech
Pulsed Power Facility (CPPF). It was also demonstrated through observations of the
degradation of 4 -chlorophenol (4-CP), 3,4 -dichloroaniline (3,4-DCA), and 2,4,6 trinitrotoluene (TNT) that in its current low repetition mode that the EHD process in
the CPPF operates primarily as a high intensity UV light source.

In agreement with published data (1,2,3], the simulation accurately describes the

dynamics of the temperature, pressure, and channel radius of the underwater plasma
channel

The model is fast and easy to use since it relies on a set of ordinary

differential equations which have been formulated in such a way that the constitutive
equations of the plasma can be improved when necessary. The model demonstrates
that the temperature and pressure of the plasma channel reaches its maximum within
the first quarter cycle of the discharge. When averaged over the whole discharge
cycle, the temperature may only reach 10,000 to 15,000 K.

However, the

instantaneous maximum during the first quarter cycle may reach temperatures in
excess of 40,000 K.

The model can be applied with confidence to generate predictions of the energy
pat.titian of the underwater plasma channel. In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated that the
energy partition, and the pressure and temperature extremes remain unchanged with
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decreasing capacitance. Yet, lower capacitances raise the total energy transferred
between the capacitor bank and the plasma channel from 45% at 135 µF to 80% at 15
µF.

These results suggest that lower capacitances can lead to much higher

efficiencies.

Unlike the capacitance, the inductance, spark gap length, and initial

voltage affect the energy partition, and the temperature and pressure extremes.

Out

of these parameters, the spark gap length is the most relevant parameter, since it can
be readily changed in experiments and has the most pronounced useful effects. In
addition to increasing the amount of energy transferred into the plasma channel, a
longer spark gap also leads to a decrease in shock wave efficiency and an increase in
radiation efficiency. This result implies that longer spark gap lengths will be more
useful for photochemical processes.

From the perspective of chemical degradation, the EHD discharge operates
primarily as a high intensity UV light source.

In Chapter 6, by observing the

degradation kinetics of 4-CP in a 20 mM t-butanol hydroxl scavanger solution, it was
demonstrated that cavitation has no discernible effects
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The simulation and experiments described in this thesis clearly shows how the EHD
process can be optimized. The simulation has demonstrated that the optimal energy
transfer efficiency is obtained using lower capacitance discharges. The observations
that chemical degradation takes place primarily via photochemical processes and not
via shock wave processes, coupled with the prediction that longer spark gap lengths

lead to higher radiation efficiencies and lower shock wave efficiencies suggests that
longer spark gaps would lead to more efficient chemical degradation. A longer spark
gap would also lead to a larger first-order rate constant, since the plasma volume in
which direct oxidation of chemical compounds can take place would also increase.
The observation that ozone leads to complete degradation of TNT suggests the use of
ozone in addition to both smaller capacitances and longer gap lengths.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The current state of the CPPF does not allow for immediate changes of both the
capacitance and the spark gap length. The pulsed power system has several design
features which stand in the way. The capacitor bank consists of nine 15 µF capacitors
in parallel (see Figure 7.1,) leading to a total capacitance of 135 µF.

Removal of

individual capacitors out of the bank has two prohibitive effects.

As a direct

consequence of the lower capacitanee, the pulse of the discharge would be shortened
considerably, incapacitating the switching circuit and leading to impedance
mismatches.

Furthermore, although the capacitance is additive, the inductance

contributed by each capacitor is inversely additive, as illustrated by eq 7.1;

7.1
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where L is the inductance of each capacitor, and k is the total number of capacitors.
Thus, removing capacitors in turn increases the inductance. The results in Chapter 5
show that an increase in inductance does not have significant effects on the radiation
efficiency, but will lower the total energy efficiency, shock wave efficiency, maximum
temperature, and maximum pressure.

u

c

c

c

L

L

L

0

Figure 7.1

Circuit illustrating the capacitor bank for the Caltech Pulsed Power
Facility (CPPF) Each capacitor contributes a net inductance of 100 nH.

Lengthening the spark gap length· also presents some challenges. At voltages
below 100 kV, water acts as an insulator. At these voltages, it is difficult to generate a
plasma channel across larger gaps without an initiating wire. One solution is to
generate a high-voltage low energy discharge prior to closing the switch on the large
discharge gap. Another approach is to generate a large enough air bridge in between
the electrodes. In any case, wider spark gap clischarges will require some changes in

the design of the CPPF.
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Lower capacitance discharges also offer another advantage which may lead to
higher chemical degradation efficiencies. A smaller capacitance requires less time to
recharge, thus allowing faster repetition rates. the observations made in Chapter 6 that
cavitation induced chemical degradation does not take place still does not rule out
cavitation as a possible contributing factor in degradation via EHD processes. One
reason we may not be observing cavitational effects may be due to the rather large
time gaps (> 30 seconds) in between pulses.

A well-known observation in

sonochemistry with pulsed ultrasound is that chemical yield decreases with increasing
time spacing of the ultrasound pulses [5]. Apparently, a certain activation time is
necessary to generate cavitation bubbles. This fact suggests that in order to expect
chemical degradation from EHD produced shock waves, the discharges shou1d be as
c1osely spaced as possible. On the other hand, the activation mechanism in ultrasound
is quite different than with shock waves.

For example, the concept of rectified

diffusion and resonant radius known from sonochemistry [6,7] do not apply in shock
waves.

Since shock wave induced rarefaction pulses will be of much greater

magnitude, we expect to get the necessary growing and collapse of bubbles from just
one rarefaction pulse.
irradiation.

Thus, activation may not be needed with shock wave

These issues should be explored experimentally before drawing any

conclusions regarding the full potential of the EHD process.
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Appendix A: Glossary
In this thesis, unless denoted by an explicit time dependence (t), all symbols that are
not denoted by a Latin letter with a subscript, or by a Greek letter with or without a
subscript, are time dependent. The following is a glossary of symbols used in thjs
thesis. Some symbols that are used only in a small section of this thesis are not listed
here.

a = a(t) =channel radius

amax =maximum radius of the post-discharge gas bubble
E8 =Total energy stored in the capacitor bank

Cb= Capacitance of the capacitor bank

e =elementary charge constant(= l.602·10- 19 Coulomb)

f

= Fraction of radiation absorbed by fluid surrounding plasma channel

I= l(t) =Electrical current through plasma channel

10 =Initial current through plasma channel

k =Stephan-Boltzmann Constant l.38· 10-23 J K 1

.t = Length of plasma channel = length of underwater spark gap
Le = Circuit inductance
M(y) =Time stepping function matrix used by the numerical equation solver
N = N(t) =Total number of particles in the plasma channel

N 0 = Total particle density proportionality constant used in Chapter 4
n = n(t) =Number of particles per unit volume in the plasma channel
P = P(t) =Pressure on the surface of the plasma channel

Pa = Ambient pressure of fluid surrounding plasma channel

P0 = Initial pressure on the surface of the plasma channel
Q0 = Linear Power rise coefficient
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q = q(t) =Charge stored in the capacitor bank

q0 =Initial charge stored in capacitor bank
R = R(t) =Resistance of the plasma channel

R0 = Initial resistance of the plasma channel

Re = Resistance of the discharge circuit
S = S(t) =Surface area of the plasma channel

T = T(t) =Temperature of the plasma channel

U0 = Initial voltage across plasma channel
U(t)

=Voltage across the capacitor bank

Ur;[(t) =Voltage

across the underwater spark gap

'll = Velocity of individual shock fronts
u = Fluid velocity
V = V(t) =Plasma channel volume
W = W(t) =Internal energy density of the plasma channel

y = Function vector used by the numerical equation solver
a.= 3001 bars (Part of the Tate equation of state for water)
~

= 3000 bars (Part of the Tate equation of state for water)

£0

= The permittivity constant ( = 8.85· 10-12 Nim )

Evaporization =Energy/per particle required to vaporize water

µ 0 = The permeability constant ( = 47t' l 0-7 Hirn )
y = proportionality constant for the internal energy ( = 1.22 )
Po= l kg m-3 Constant for density of water at STP
K

= Thermal particle induction proportionality constant

cr8 =Stephan-Boltzmann constant for a blackbody radiator ( = 5.67· 10-8 W/m2 K4 )
CJcond(t) =Electrical conductivity of plasma channel
CJ;onize(t) = Particle induction cross-section
~

= Proportionality constant for the electrical conductivity of the plasma channel
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Appendix B: The Pressure Relation
The pressure of the plasma channel can be related back to the channel radius a(t) by
using the equations of fluid mechanics. The exact approach is to use the KirkwoodBethe equation for the channel expansion [l];

a) + 3(
a)a. = 1+-;;a)H +-;;a(1--;;a)H· .
1--;;
2
2

aa··(1--;;

where c

(

B-1

= c(p) is the speed of sound as a function of density, and His the enthalpy of

the bubble, which is given by

H= JdP =_5__[(P+~)k
P
0

p

k-1

a

-l],

B-2

where c0 is the speed of sound at Po = l g cm· 3 . Equation B-2 follows from the
equation of state for water: [2]

B-3

where a= 3001 bars, ~

= 3000 bars, and p 0 = lg cm·3 . These equations give very

precise results, but introduce a high degree of non-linearity into the simulation of the
underwater plamsa channel.

A much simpler relation between the pressure on the surface of the channel and the
channel wall velocity can be derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for a shock
front [2]. First, let us consider a piston which pushes water as follows;
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Shock Front

Channel

The shock front advances with velocity U,
so if this picture represents a piston which
started moving at velocity u + ~u

u+&

u

p

p +LY'

p

p+~p

~ seconds earlier, and continued moving

at constant velocity, then the distance in
between the front and the cylinder is
given by~~ = 'll~t.

... 'l1

Figure B-1

The shock front of velocity 'l1 can be considered as a mathematical discontinuity in p,

P and u. Generally, 'l1 >> u, so fluid ahead of the front continually enters the front
where its pressure, density and velocity changes. Conservation of mass at the front
requires the following to be true:

p('ll - u) = (p. + 6p )['ll - (u + 6u)].

8-4

Conservation of momentum at the front gives the following equation:

(P

+ 6P) - P = p('ll - u)(u + 6u - u).

B-5

The above two relations are more generally known as the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
In addition, we use the standard equation of state for water;
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B-6

where

a,

~.

and p 0 are given as above. Equation B-6 does not include a temperature

dependance because it is insignificant for the regime of shock waves we are interested
in. The above equations are solved to find a relation between the channel wall
velocity u and the pressure P.

Consider a planar piston initially at rest in water, and then allow the piston to
move abruptly with a constant velocity. At that instant, the pressure on the piston
surface will take a value P0 as given by the above relations with u = 0 and flu= piston
velocity. As the piston continues moving with the same velocity, the step function in
pressure created when the piston started moving will propagate with velocity 'l1 away
from the piston into the surrounding water. A lengthening column of compressed
water with constant pressure P0 will build up in front of the pi ston as long as the
piston keeps moving at constant velocity. Behind the shock front, the fluid velocity
will be flu equal to the piston velocity, and ahead of the front, the velocity is zero.
Then, if the piston abruptly increases it' s velocity to a new value, a second shock
front will advance into the previously compressed region. The discontinuous increase
in pressure is again given by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, but as long as the
piston continues to move at this new velocity, the pressure on its surface remains
constant. Thus, whenever the piston changes its velocity, a shock front leaves and
advances into the water.

Now , consider a piston which originates a continuous succession of shock fronts as
its velocity varies in a continuous manner.
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Channel

Shock Front
...._d~=Udt

~

u +du
P+dP

u

p +dp

p

If the increments are infinitesimal, then the
velocity u is the instantaneous velocity of the
channel wall. The layer between the channel
and the shock front will also have
infinitesimal thickness d~ = 'Udt.

p

Figure B-2

The same relations as above will hold,

with~~

d so that we have:

= (p + dp )['U -

p('U - u)

(u +du)]

B-7

and
B-8

dP = p('U - u)du.

From these relations and the equation of state, we find

dP =
du

0 (P+ ~)411.
~7p
1114

B-9

a

This equation can be integrated by separation of variables; use the boundary
conditions P

~

1 bar

=0 as u

~

~

0 to get

3.JP: Ju+ n.

(P+ )311 = ( ..fia 1114

r.t

I-'

3

B-10
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We now have a relation between the pressure on the surface of the channel and its
expansion velocity.
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Appendix C: Calculation of the Internal Energy
A relationship between the internal energy of the plasma and the pressure of the
channel can be obtained. One of the tools needed to calculate the internal energy of the
plasma is the Saha ionization equation [l]. It has been noted that spectra taken of light
from the surface layers of the sun showed lines corresponding to ions of a higher level
of ionization than the lines which appeared in spectra of light from deeper-lying layers
[2]. This phenomenon suggests that the outer layers of the sun are hotter than the
inner layers, provided that one assumes that a Boltzmann relationship describes the
equilibrium population of ionized levels, as if they were exited states of the atom. But
the picture of an astral body being hotter on the outside than on the inside was
inconsistent with the fundamental concepts of stellar dynamics. In order to resolve this
conflict, it was concluded that pressure as well as temperature must control the levels
of ionization of a gas, whereas the exited levels are affected only by temperature.

The physical reason for this difference can be explained as follows. In both
ionization and excitation processes, the elevation of a gas particle to a higher energy
level may be brought about by similar physical events. However, the decay back to
lower levels is fundamentally very different in the two cases. For excitation decay, a
second particle, an electron, is not required. Thus an exited atom, whether in a dense
gas or isolated in empty space, would have the same probability of decaying regardless
of the presence of other particles. (Here, we neglect the distortion of the atom which
may take place in a dense gas.) However, for ionization decay, an electron is required.
An ionized atom, isolated in free space, would never decay, whereas it would return to
its lower level rapidly if immersed in a cloud of electrons. The presence of other
particles strongly affects the probability of decay. The equilibrium population of
ionized levels therefore depends on gas pressure as well as temperature.
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Taking into account the difference in decay processes, we can derive a relation for
the ionized levels based on the Boltzann relation. The only two assumptions which are
necessary are that the gas must be in thermal equilibrium and that the effects produced
by inter particle fields are negligible. We will resttict ourselves to the case of a neutral
atom and its first stage of ionization.

The following derivation follows directly that of reference [l]. Consider the energy
level diagram of an atom as shown below in figure C-1. We will relate the population
of electrons in the energy gap dE of the continuum to the population of electrons in
the bound (discrete) states of the atom corresponding to ground state energy. We take
the ground state energy to be the energy reference level We start off with the
generalization of the Boltzmann law;

dN: (v) _ dg
--exp[ - E
-] •
No
80
kT

C-1

where dN; (v) is the differential number of ions in the ground level with the free
electron in velocity range v to v+dv, and N0 is the number of atoms in the ground
level 8o is the statistical weight of the ground state, and the differential statistical
weight dg assigned to the energy gap dE is given as d8 = g; dgewhere g; is the
statistical weight of the ion in its ground state, and dge. the differential electron
statistical weight is given by

d8e = -23 d 3-d3X
p,
h

C-2
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Figure C-1
Energy level diagram of an atom: Xo c01Tesponds to the energy
required to ionize the atom from its ground state. The electrons in the
band with energy between E and E+dE are unbound. For oxygen, Xo =
13.355 eV, and for yydrogen, Xo = 13.53 eV.
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where the factor of h3f2 follows from dividing six-dimensional phase space into units
of volume h3 which can each contain at most two electrons, one for each spin state.
The justification of this quantum statistical procedure is that the assignment of the
weights leads to a compatibility, or consistency, between quantum and classical
mechanics. It is a form of the correspondence principle.

The configuration space volume element satisfies d 3x = line, where ne =electron
density, since we are applying Bolzmann's law to a region containing one electron.
Since the electrons have isotropic velocity distribution, we can write

C-3

Thus, equation C-1 becomes

g;

J

[

dN;(v) = -Snm;
- - -exp - E
- v2dv.
3

N0

h

n.g0

kT

C-4

To find the total number of ions in the ground level with the electron unbound, we
integrate over all velocities. To do that, we must introduce the relation between E and
v for the electron;

C-5

By introducing this relation, we are implicitly assuming that the electrons do not
interact with each other. Then, substituting C-5 into C-4, and integrating over v with
the substitution x

=~m. I 2kTv, we find
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C-6

The integral has the value ..[ii I 4 . Thus we obtain

+
none
=
no

where we have substituted

(21tm;kT) ~e
2

n=NI V

312

+

C-7

go

h

and

_L.
KT'

n; =N; I V . Then, to find the number of

ions or atoms in any state, not just the ground state, we use the following Boltzmann
distlibutions:

C-8

where B(T) and

n+ (T)

are the partition functions for the atom and ion, respectively.

Substituting C-8 into C-7 then leads to Saha' s equation [2]

C-9

Note that Saba's equation can be· applied to successive levels of ionization by
repeating the above delivation for an atom in its jth level of ionization, being ionized
to its j+ 1st level of ionization. The general form of Saha's equation then is

n1+1
. ne _

---

ni

2B. (T)(2........ kT)
1+1

B/T)

'~'"e

h

2

312

~
KI'

e

.

C-10
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Even though the Coulomb interactions between particles in the plasma in an
underwater discharge cannot be neglected (See chapter 2), we can still justify the use
of the Saha ionization equation based on the concept of the Debye shielding distances.
In the plasma of the underwater spark, the Debye length is less than the average
particle spacing, hence the effective field of an ion does not extend greatly beyond its
nearest neighbors. This leads to the conclusion that the inter particle forces are not
spatially extensive enough to modify the form of the Saha equation.

One of the challenges in working with the Saha ionization equation is in evaluating
the partition functions. In general,
B(T) =

L

8 ;e -E11Kr,

C-11

where Ei are the energies of the levels above the ground state. Unfo1tunately, the
partition function for an atom or ion is not convergent; in general the 8i factors in C11 increase as the principal quantum number increases, but the Ei's are bounded by
the ionization potential of the atom or ion. One method to detennine how many levels
should actually be included is Urey and Fermi's method of excluded volumes [3]. In
this method, it is assumed that the atom or ion can be exited to a level only as high as
that which will make its volume equal to the average volume of space available to the
atom or ion. Excitation to a higher level is thus excluded, since the excitation electron
will then more approptiately belong to a nearby atom or ion. We will generally only
use equation C-9 since at any one time, atoms in only two adjacent levels will be
present in appreciable numbers [4]. Most of the calculations must be done numetically,
in an iterative procedure.
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The outline of the calculation for the internal energy density W of the plasma during
the discharge is as follows; we assume an ideal gas which is fully dissociated and
partially ionized. More precisely, we include singly ionized and neutral oxygen and
hydrogen atoms. Let nH and

no be equal to be the densities of neutral hydrogen and

oxygen, respectively, let nH1 and n01 be equal to the densities of singly ionized
hydrogen and oxygen, respectively, and let ne correspond to the electron density. The
internal energy density Wis then given by

where

(Eu)

and (E0 ) are the average energy of the neutral hydrogen and oxygen

atoms, respectively, calculated using the Holtzman relation

C-13

D is the dissociation energy associated with H20 ~ H + 20, IH and Io are the
respective ionization energies of hydrogen and oxygen. All we need now are all the
particle numbers. These are determined as outlined below. First, we have the particle
balance;

C-14

where the total number of particles is given by the ideal gas law,

P=nkT,

C-15
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where we take the temperature and pressure as given parameters. We can get another
relation from the stoichiometry of water dissociation:

C-16

We also have a relation from conservation of charge; for every ionized atom, we get
one electron.

C- 17

Finally, we get two additional relations from the Saha ionization equation;

C-18a
C-18b

where the Saha ionization factors are given by
! 3 ll,600V
S = 2B1( T) 2mnek 2 r2e_ r
_
2
)
(
B(T)
h

C-18c

with B(T), BJ(T) being the partition functions for the neutral and ionized atoms,
respectively, V is the ionization potential, and me is the mass of the electron. Of
course, atoms will also be exited, so that we need to include the additional Boltzmann
relation

C-19
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Finally, the above relations can be used to calculate the internal energy using
equation C-12. Although the results cannot be expressed analytically, numerical
calculations show that the resulting internal energy is proportional to the pressure and
almost completely independent of temperature [4,5]. Thus, we can write
1
W=--P,

r-1

C-20

where y takes on the value 1.22 [4,5]. This relation can then be applied to the energy
balance equation for the underwater plasma.
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Appendix D: Chemical Effects of Focused Shock
Waves in Water.
D.1 Introduction and Motivation

Thjs appendix describes a preliminary study focused on exploring the potential for
inducing chemical degradation by using Electrohydraulic Discharge (EHD) generated
shock waves. This study was done using elliptical reactor geometries such as those
typical of devices employed in lithotripsy (1). This work is included as an appendix
because most of the results have not been verified for reproducibility due to our
limited access to the experimental apparatus used.

All of this preliminary work was done in coJJaboration with Dr. Sturtevant in
Aeronautics. His research is rurected towards understanding the linkage between
mechanical effects of focused shock waves and medical injury. He has kindly agreed
to give us access to his lithotriptor to run some simple chemical degradation
experiments. We took advantage of this opportunity to examine the effects of focused
shock waves on solutions of potassium iodide (KI).

D.2 Background

Shock waves can induce chemical changes in aqueous solutions by two principal
mechanisms: changes of state of the liquid at the shock front, and shock wave induced
cavitation. Since chemical effects associated with shock wave induced changes of
state occur only at pressure amplitudes of at least 10s bars, our preliminary research
was focused primarily on the chemical changes brought about by shock wave induced
cavitation. Our main focus will be to study the shock wave induced chemical changes
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on iodide, which serves as a dosimeter for cavitational effects. From the resulting

r

oxidation, we were able to draw conclusions regarding the physical nature of the
shock wave induced cavitation.

Elliptical reflectors provide a controlled and well-known shock wave environment.
Hence, these reflector geometries provide an ideal setting for the study of shock wave
induced cavitation and its associated chemkal degradation. When a spherical
underwater shock wave is generated at one of the two foci of an elliptical cavity, the
reflected shock wave focuses at the second focus point [2,3]. This technique is widely
applied in lithotripsy with a half ellipsoidal shape. The procedure is shown in Figure
D. l. The shock wave is generated at the focal pointf! of a rotationally symmetrical
semi-eJJipsoid. The shock wave then spreads in a circular form until it reaches the
ellipsoid wall. Each point of the ellipsoid wall becomes a generating point for a new
circular wave. The envelope of these elementary waves forms the reflected shock
wave. These wave fronts envelopes are sketched as they appear at different times.
With increasing time, the waves move towards the right until they convene at the
second focal point f2. The focusing effect of the ellipsoid leads to clearly definable
transmission time because all the shock waves which are reflected from the ellipsoid
wall convene at the objective focal point.

The geometrical approximation of the shock wave focusing mechanism described
above is valid for weak shock waves in the acoustic limit. The area of high pressure
can be treated more or less as a point As the shock waves generated at fl become
stronger, the area of high pressure becomes larger and larger, and since the focusing
mechanism is highly non-linear, the ratio of high pressure amplitude at focus Pt to
generated shock wave amplitude Pg decreases. At the same time, the optics of focused
shock waves are very sensitive to the nature of the generated shock wave. The shock
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wave source at fl must be a pure point. Any deviations from a point source will
strongly affect the area of high pressure at the focus f2. Since the shock wave is
generated by a cylindrical plasma channel, the point source approximation will only be
accurate for small spark lengths l.

''
'I
''

I
I

'

I
I

I

ts/

•

!

Figure D.1
Diagram illustrating the shock wave focusing mechanism. A shock wave is
generated at the focal point fi of a rotationally symmetrical semi-ellipsoid.
the shock wave then spreads in a circular form until it reaches the ellipsoid
wall. Each point of the ellipsoid wall becomes a generating point for a new
circular wave. The envelope of these elementary waves forms the reflected
shock wave. These wave fronts envelopes are sketched as they appear at
different times. With increasing time, the waves move towards the right
until they convene at the second focal point f1.
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D.3 Experimental Procedure

We exposed samples in various locations in the elliptical reactor illustrated by Figure
D.2. The KI samples were kept in polyethylene bottles to prevent the samples from
coming into direct contact with the discharge. We also fi lled the elliptical reactor with
a KI solution in order to explore some of the effects of direct contact with the
discharge, including radiation, shock waves, hydrated electrons, and other radicals.

Water Level

Spark Gap
Switch
0

u

c

Discharge
Circuit

Ellipsoidal
Reflector

Shock Fronts

Figure D.2
Diagram illustrating the experimental setup for an EHD process involving
an elliptical reflector geometry.
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Figure D.3 shows a picture of the lithotriptor apparatus in Dr. Sturtevant's
laboratory. On the left are two digital oscilloscopes and the water pump system with
associated gauges. The pump serves to fill and empty the ellipsoid bath. On the right
is a large cylindrical vessel which contains the ellipsoid and the discharge electrodes.
The casing underneath the tub contains the electronics for the discharge. Figure D.4
shows the general outline of the lithotriptor bath. Shock waves are generated at the
discharge fJ and are reflected from the ellipsoid to the focus f1. The geometry of the
ellipsoid is shown in figure D.5. The dimensions of the brass semi-ellipsoid are a= 14

cm, b = 7.98 cm, and h = 12.497 cm. These dimensions are the same as the ellipsoid
in the Dornier HM3 lithotriptor [l].

The electronic circuit is shown in Figure D.6 An EG&G 1lA trigger circuit
triggers an EG&G GP-12B gas-filled thyatron spark gap to close. A capacitor with
Cb=0.337 µF is charged up to a voltage of U0 . The stored energy is given by

D.l

This stored energy is then discharged into the underwater spark gap. However, the
actual amount of energy Ed transferred into the discharge is given by [4]

E d -

R
R+Rc '

D.2

where R is the average resistance of the gap, and Re is the resistance of the circuit. For
a plasma channel generated during a 1-2 joule discharge, the gap resistance can be
estimated to be around 5x 1o-3 n per mm of gap length. Under ideal conditions, the
circuit resistance should be smaller than the gap resistance. In this setup, the capacitor
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Figure 5.1
Rescar~b

lilhotnplOr. R.igbL: bOLtom, power suppl): ccoct:r. balh: cop, 3 degrees of
freedom 1.raversiog mccbanism. Lefc: cencer, digilal oscilloscopes (6 cbannels): top.
vacuum

~omrols.
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pressure probe
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re fl ec tor

Figure D.4
Schematic diagram of the spark-gap lithotriptor system used in our
preliminary studies .
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Figure D.S
Schematic outline of the elliptical reflection geometry of the lithotriptor
experimental apparatus.
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Air Spark
Gap Switch
0

v
0

Rd

.
amping

Figure D.6
Circuit diagram of the Discharge Electronics. Rb is a resistor which
allows bleeding after discharges for safety reasons. Rb1 and Rb2
comprise a voltage divider to measure the charging voltage. Rdamping
is a damping resistor to keep the discharge form ringing.

is only rated for 30 kV. Thus, as shown in Figure D.5, the discharge was damped with
a 1 .0. resistor (Rdamping) to prevent ringing with peak-to-peak voltages exceeding the
capacitor rating. Thus, R e

= Rdamping = 1n.

As a consequence, the net energy

discharged per pulse was very small. (e.g. eq. D.2.)

All discharges were performed witti a charging voltage U0 = 18 kV. At this
voltage, the energy stored in the capacitor for each pulse was 54.5 j oules. However,
the actual energy discharged, as given by equation D.2, was only 0.5 joules per
discharge. Adding the fact that the circuit was not optimized for shock wave
production efficiency, we assumed that at most only 2% of the energy originally in the
capacitor bank was actually converted into shock waves. Figure D.7 shows a current
vs.

time

trace

of the

discharge,

as

measured

with

a

Regowski

coil.
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Figure D.7
Oscilloscope traces of the Gap Current During a U0

= 10 volt discharge.

The amount of time corresponding to the discharge is approximately 5 µs.

The primary aim of the experiments was to follow the oxidation of r under various
circumstances by measuring the production of triiodide ions (I;) produced. The basic
assumption is that OH radicals forme9 during the discharge lead to the production of
iodine (12), (as shown in Reaction D.3) which then combines with another iodide ion
to form a tdiodide ion via the equilibrium reaction D.4:

D.3

D.4
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An HP 8450 spectrophotometer was used to measure the concentration of triiodide present after exposure to the discharges. Triiodide has an extinction coefficient
of 26,400 M · l cm· l [5] at 352 nm. The spectrophotometer is capable of performing
seven measurements in one second for one sample, and immediately calculates the
standard deviation of the result. The resolution is typically on the order of 2 nm.

D.4 Results

Four kinds of polyethylene bottles where used, each having a volume of J 5 ml: amber,
and clear high density polyethylene, and amber, and clear low density polyethylene.
The results are summarized in Table El. First, we tested to see if we can measure any
overall degradation. We placed low density polyethylene bottles both at the focus and
just above the discharge. Because J· is also sensitive to photo-oxidation, there was a
possibility that the higher yield for samples placed just above the discharge was due to
light emission from the discharge. We confirmed this result by using both light and
amber polyethylene bottles. We also noticed that there was a

1;

concentration change

dependent on polyethylene density. But again, this difference was attributed to
radiation. We examined the transmission of the two types of polyethylene in the UV
range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The results are shown in Figure D .8. This
figure explains the increased production of 1; in low density polyethylene in terms of
an increased transmission coefficient.

From that point on, we used amber polyethylene bottles. The UV transmission
coefficient for these bottles may be different; the low density bottle was not available
in the amber version, so a low-density bottle was painted with an amber color. The
results show that there is indeed a difference at the focus based on the density of the
polyethylene, but thi s difference is not significant enough to lead to any conclusions.
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Low Density Polyethylene Bottles
Focus

A=9.323xlQ-3

C=0.353

G=0.0026

Above gap

A=4.298x 10-2

C=l.628

G=0.0118

Sonifier

A=2.046xJ0-2

(C=0.775)

G=0.00027

(23 W/60 secs)

Different Bottles Above Spark Discharge
Amber HD

A=l.663x 10-2

C=0.630

G=0.0046

Clear HD

A=l.782x 10-2

C=0.675

G=0.0049

Clear LD

A=2.864xl0-2

C=l.085

G=0.0079

HD vs LD Dark Bottles at Focus
HD

A=4.580xlQ-3

C=0.017

G=0.00013

LD

A=9.310x1Q-3

C=0.035

G=0.00026

where we irradiated 15 ml bottles of 0.1 M KI solutions in Millipore purified
water of resistivity < J0-1 7 .Q-lcm-1 with 40 discharges of 0.5 Joules each.
A is the absorbance at 352 nm
C is in µM of 13 (C=N2.6400xl0-2 µM)
Gisin

13 molecules/lOOeV of deposited energy ( G = 9.64 CV)
NE

Useful Acoustic Impedances:
·
Distilled Water
Z= l.49x 106 Kg/m2s
Sea Water
Z=l.57xl06 Kg/m2s
Polyethylene
Z=l.76x106 Kg/m2s

Table D.1
Results obtained for various 15 ml bottle types. (Clear Low Density:
Nalgene 2003, Clear High Density: Nalgene 2002, Amber High
Density: Nalgene 2004, available from VWR)
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Polyethylene
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Wavelength (nm)
Figure D.8
Transmission Coefficient of Low Density vs.
Polyethylene. Courtesy of George Rossman, Geology

~~

400

High Density

The second set of experiments consisted of eliminating the containers all together
and replacing the water solution in the ellipsoid by a 0.1 M solution of r. Thus, the
solution experiences the full effects of the discharge, including the unde1water plasma,
the electromagnetic radiation, the

po~t-discharge

bubble and the shock waves. We

exposed the solution to subsequent discharges, removing a few mL of solution at each
increment of 30 clischarges. A curve of concentration versus clischarge number is given
in Figure D.9.
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Figure D.9
Production of 1; as a function of discharges. The kinetics scale was
estimated on the basis of Equation D.7, which states that each
discharge has a duration of 5 µ s.
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Figure D.10
G values for 1; production as a function of number of discharges. As
the number of discharges increases, the efficiency decreases.
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Figure D. 10 shows the decrease in G-value for the measurements shown in figure
D.9. The G-value corresponds to the molecules of

1;

generated per 100 eV of input

energy. We assumed 0.5 joules per discharge as given by Equation D.2.

D.5 Discussion
The higher

1;

concentrations shown in Table D. l for amber bottles versus clear

bottles suggest that radiation seems to be an important mechanism for inducing the
oxidation of 1 . Most of the other results shown in Table D.1 are inconclusive, since
data on the UV transmission coefficient for the dark bottles is lacking. Figure D.9
shows that the concentration of iodide increases as a function of number of
discharges, but begins to taper off. The results beyond 150 discharges are probably
biased due to a number of effects, including exposure to radiation, absorption of

13 to

the bottle walls, and oxidation of 1; to 10; . The tapering off of the efficiency can
also be explained by noting that with the presence of hydrated electrons [6], two
competing pathways exist for the creation and destruction of

1; . Radiation

leads to

the destruction of 1; by the following mechanism;

r

hv

D.5

Electromagnetic radiation induced and Cavitation induced OH radicals also
contributes to the net oxidation:

r + Off -7 /' +
/' + r H r2·
I i· +·OH

12 +

r

-7 / 2

HI;

OH-

+ OH-

D.6
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while hydrated electrons generated from electromagnetic radiation and from the
discharge plasma lead to the destruction of /~ :

D.7

The presence of OH radicals can also lead to a decrease in [!; ], because of the
equilibrium reaction / 2 + r

H

1; . Any 12 present will undergo reactions with OH

radicals:

/2

+ Off

-7 JOH

+ /'.

D.8

We define

D.9

Hence we propose the following equation to explain the observed kinetics:

Equation D.10 would explain the flattening of the curve in figure D.9 and the
decrease in

1;

yield shown in Figure D.10. But direct modeling of the kinetics is

difficult unless we have a fast repetitive pulsed discharge system. The discharges in
this experiment were triggered manually, and therefore, at least 15 to 20 seconds
elapsed in between each discharges, making the assignment of a time scale somewhat
arbitrary.
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The data obtained so far shows no significant chemical effects at the focus which
are attributed to cavitation induced shock waves. The evidence is conclusive that the
oxidation of

r

in the reactor is primarily due to photochemical processes. Two

possible explanations have been presented for the observed gradual decrease m
efficiency: I2 evaporation and competing hydrated electron reduction processes.

These conclusions do not rule out that the shock waves could be used to induce
chemical degradation. As mentioned previously, the total amount of energy
transferred from the capacitor to the discharge is only 0.5 joules per discharge. This
energy implies the shock waves may not have very high pressure amplitudes .. The
second factor which may be relevant is that the system is not capable of pulsed
discharges in rapid succession. The discharge was triggered manually; requiring that
at least 15 seconds passed in between each discharge. Hence, no cavitation activation
could take place, and any air bubbles created in a previous discharge would have had
time to dissipate. This fact is well known from work [7] in sonochemistry with pulsed
ultrasound. More studies have to be done with high repetition EHD systems.
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Appendix E: Mathcad Programs
First. we initialize the constant parameters of the discharge:
5

o. := 3001 · 10
5
~ := 3000· 10

Pascals

Third water constant p0 :

p 0 := 1· 103

kg/m 3

Stefan-Boltzmann constant crB:

cr B := 5.67051 · 10

W/m2oK4

Stefan-Boltzmann constant k:

23
k := 1.38066· 10-

J/OK

First water constant ex:
Second water constant

~:

Pascals
-8

-7

Him

µ 0:=4·1t·10

The penneability constant:
The pennittivity consant:

£

- 12

0 :=8.85419·10
- 19

e := 1.602· 10

The elementary charge unit:

Coulombs

Energy of H20 Vaporization:

23
NA := 1.602·10
-20
£vapor :=2.54·10

Constants of the equ. of state:

OB := 45.010507

Avogrado's Number:

F/m

Particles/Mole
Joules/particle evaporated
-3

m H := 1.008· 10
-3

8

nc :=8.33527·10

mo := 16·10

nn := 1.08318·10-3

M := Nl A·(1·mH +1·m o)

2

OE := 3.06708·10

Next, we initialize the parameters of the discharge we want to vary:
Variable:

Starting Value:
-9

Li :=250·10

The inductance L:

-6

The capacitance C:

c i := 13.7· 10

The electrode gap I:

1i := l.5· 10

-2

Ending Value:

Units:
-9

L(=250·10

-6

cf := 13.7· 10
-2

1 r:= l.5· 10

4

4

The integration constant c 1: cl i := 1.2· 10

cl r:= l.2· 10

3

u i := 14·10

3

u r:= 14·10

c2i :=0.014

c2r :=0.014

The Initial Voltage U 0 :
Conduc. Prop.

Constant~:

The equilibrium constant"(:
The induction constant 1c:

'Yi := 1.22
K'.j

:= 1.81·10

% of Spectrum contributing f i := 0.2

Farads
Meters
Joules/Deg K
Volts

Dimensionless

'Yr:= 1.22
-4

Henries

-4

K( = l.81·10
ff :=0.2

Dimensionless

to particle induction f:
The circuit resistance Re:

Rei := O

Rcr:=o

Ohms

The conductivity cut-off:

Tei := 5000

Tc(=5000

OK

LC constant:

2·rc)L

rC r 106 =

seconds
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Assuming we know conductivity, and we take an
initial temperature: what should Tc be?

c 2 :=c2i T 0 :=23000

0

3

0

:=43700·10

3

Tc = - l.563• 10s c2·T 0

2

·exp(- 5T000

4

)

=3.929·10

0

L·l
The parameter vector is given by
The inductance L:

L=m0

The capacitance C:

C=m1

l l.

The electrode gap I:

l=m2

cli

The integration constant c 1:

C1=ffi3

The Initial Voltage U 0 :

Uo=m4

U·1

Conduc. Prop.

Constant~:

crms

The equilibrium constant "(:

1-ms

The induction constant K:

1C=m1

% of Spectrum contributing to induction:

f=m 8

c-l

m trial := c2i
'Yi
IC .
l

The circuit resistance Re:

Rc=m 9

f 1.

The conductivity cut-off Tc:

Tc=m10

Rei
Tc i

The function vector is given by:
The charge q:
Q=Yo
The current I:
The temperature T:
The channel radius a:
The density p:

l=y1
T=Y2
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We define the functions:
The Pressure
4

e2 (4•K%)

3

32..,l.£ . -30

opoy 4(y,m) :=k·y2-

The lntemal Enera,11
y ·k·y

·- 4- 2
w( y,m) .m6-1

k·y2
owoy 4(y,m) := - -m6- 1

y4·k
wJ<y,m) := -m6 - 1

owpoy 4 (y,m) := O

2

4 4·1t·y

l
3

4

e
·-· _ _4 .~
32·1t·£ 0 3 ( 3 )
3
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The ConductiVi(y

oooy 4 (y, m) := o

The Particle Induction Cross-section

B"(Y2)4

·cr
cr induct(y,m) ·-1I1g· - - -

Evapor·Y4

ooinductoy 1(y,m) := O
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The equations which govern the model:
The rate of change of the charge dq/dt is given by l(t):

dq(y,m) :=y1

The rate of change of the current dl/dt is given by:

The rate of change of the plasma channel radius is given by:

~ ~]

[1 :4 [

da(y,m) := 7·a. . ( lp(y,m)I + ~) 7 - ~7

3·Fo
1

U4)

c

a.

Sdaoy 1(y,m) :=:;·11J7·[

F.·<

1

(~)i·opoy 1(y,m)

IP<y.m) I + ~)

U4)

c

a.

Maoy 4 (y,m) :=:;·11J7·[

F.·<

IP<y.m)I + ~)

(~)i ·opoy 4Cy.m)
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The rate of change of the plasma channel density is given by: condens := 1

odpoy 3(y,m)

:=[-2·

4

y

(Y3)

2

·(a induct(y, m)- da(y,m))]·condens

We solve the energy balance equation for dT/dt, so that we get:

w (y, m)
(
)
(
)
P
·dp(y,m) - 2· w y,m + p y,m ·da(y,m)
w'{(y,m)
YfWJ{y.m)

We detine the vector p to put Into rkdumb:
dq(y,m)
dl(y,m)
DD(t,y,m) := dT(y,m)
da(y,m)
dp(y,m)

0

0

0

(nt-Il1)

oDoy 1(t,y,m) :=

1t2·cr(y ,m)·wT<y ,m)·(y3

)4

2._ _ _ _ _
Y_1- - - -

°12

)2

oDot(t,y)
0

0

:=Io

0

0

1

°12

. [ 2·

Fo·(p(y,m)+~)

J~)

°b

~

W] ·opoy i<Y ,m)

w p<Y ,m) ·Odpoy 1CY ,m)- 2· w(y ,m) + p(y ,m) ·Maoy 1(Y ,m)
wT<y,m)
Y3·wT<y,m)

~:·(OOinductOy 1(y,m)- MaOy 1(y,m)) Jooodens

7.[7.[

1

1t 2·cr(y,m) 2·wT<y,m)· ( y3)4

(Y i)2·oooy 1<Y ,m)

- - - - - -·Y1 ·0croy i(y ,m)z
°b·cr(y ,ml·1t·(y 3
°b·cr(y ,m)·1t· (Y3)

Collumn 2: Differentiate DD(t,y,m) with respect to y1 :

~

oDoy o(t,y,m) :=1

-1

Collumn 1: Differentiate DD(t,y,m) with respect to y0 :
0
~

Collumn O: Differentiate DD(t,y,m) with respect tot

We write out the Jacobian:

......

$
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Collumn 3: Dlff erentlate DD(t,y ,m) with respect to y2:

0

where

ODSy 3(t, y, m) :=

- 4·

1t2·o(y, m)·w -r(y , m)·°(y3)5

(Y,)2
w-r(y . m)

wp(y , m)

Collumn 4: Differentiate DD(t,y,m) with respect to y 3 :

[

-

·y
I

a

C14)

[{P:·(p(y,m) t- 13/~)]

)2
3

(Y2)4

-~Sy 3(y , m)

w(y m) + p(y m)
0pSy3(y , m)
'
' ·da(y,m) - 2·
·da(y, m) t- 2·0B"- ---'--'-- (y )2- w-r(y . m)
Y3·w-r(y , m)
. (y )2- w-r(y.m)
3
3

3

2-~(o · d ( y, m) - da( y, m))] ·condens
(y
m uct

7

"li
11\,·o(y • m)·1t· (y3)

3 (y,m)i- 2·

--fr

I

· Sdp~

~

0

. .J

--
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Collumn 5: Differentiate DD(t,y,m) with respect to y 4 :

0

IDz- - · y ·oo8y (y,m)
---4
1
2
m0 ·o(y,m) ·n·(y3

)2

Df2(t,y,m)
oDoy 4 ct,y,m) :=

1

:;·f?·[

[~·(a

)-h)
mi·opoy 4(y,m)
Fo·(p(y,m) + ~)
4

induct< y,m) - da(y, m)) + 2· y ·(ooinduct8y 4(y,m) - Oda8y 4 (y,m) )]·condens

Y3

Y3

where

Df2(t,y,m)-

(y1)2-owTOy 4 (y,m)
·008y4(y,m) - - - - - - - - 1r.2·o(y,m)2·wJ<y,m)-(y3)4
rl·o(y,m)·wJ<y,m}2.(y3)4

owpoy 4(y,m)
wJ<y,m)

)2

- (y1

·dp(y,m) +

w (y,m)
w (y,m)
P
·dp(y,m)-owToy 4 (y, m) P
·Odp8y 4(y,m)
wJ<y,m)2
wJ<y,m)
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Next. we set the Initial conditions:
The initial conditions are fully determined by U0 , R0 ,
q 0 •C· U 0
I

charge on a capacitor law

uo
0•

8a and p0 •

Ohm's law

R o+ Re

a0

is given

Then, we can obtain the initial temperautre and conductivity from the following two equations:

-

1
- •R 0
2

definition of conductivity

p 0 •p(T 0 ,p o)

equation of state.

CMt·a

So we need to solve for T0 and p0 out of the following equations:

solve for Tout of this equation

p 0 =p·k·T

solve for p0 out of this equation.

Now, we are ready to evaluate the initial conditions:
Some typical initial values are:

s

p 0 •1 ·10

-3

a 0 •0.3· 10

8

w 0 •4.545· 10

27

n 0 •1 · 10

we define the parameters which determine all the initial conditions:

Variable:

Starting Value:

Ending Value:

s

Units:

s

The initial pressure p:

Pl i := 100· 10

Pl f := 100· 10

pascals

The initial Resistance R0 :

P2 i := 100

P2 f := 100

Ohms

The initial radius a:

-3

P3 i := 0.5 ·10

-3

P3 r :=0.5·10

meters
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pp trial:=

P2 i
P3 i

We define the functions to solve for temperature and density:lf we have T0 , what R0 should we use?

xi := 1000

OK

We test out this function: temp(m trial·PP trial) =2.353· Ht

We figure out a trial number for density: R( 1000,0.0032) =2.80~lo0o,c2i) =2.187

3
1.008· 10mH: - - - - 1.602·1023

m 0 :- 16· 10- 3 n := 1024
23
l.602·10

PP1
dens ( m,pp ,T 0 ) :=-k·T 0
We test out this function: dens(m trial•PP 1rial ,temp(m tria!•PP trial))

=3.078· Ia26

We define the initial condition vector function:

The parameter voctor Is given by

The inductance L:
The cap~itance C:
The electrode gap I:

init(m.pp,T 0) :=

PP2+~

The Integration constant C1:

tcmp(m,pp)

The Initial Voltage U0 :
Conduc. Prop. Constant ci:

PP3

The equiUbrium constant "(:

dens(m.pp, T

PP1•P o
PP2•R 0
PP3•a o

0

)

The induction constant K:

L=mo

Iha fynctlon vector la given by
Yo=Charge <lo:

v1=Curcent 10 :
yz:Temperature T0 :
Y:)'"Channet radius a0 :

v4=plasma density p0 :
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Next. we create the lnttlal condition vectors for the whole spectrum ot pacameters cboHo:
Lr- Li
r := 1,2 .. 10
The Inductance L:
c0 ,r :=L·1 +
·(r- 1)
9

c1.r :=C ·1 +

The capacitance C:

Cr-Ci

·(r- 1)

9
l r- l ·1

c2.r := l 1· + - -·(r-l)
9
cl r- cl i
The Integration constant c 1:c3 .r :=cl i +
·(r- l)
9
Ur-U i
The Initial Voltage U0 :
c4 :=U 1· +
·(r- 1)

Theetectrodegapl:

,r

Conductiv. Prop. Constant: c5 .r := c2 i +

9
c2r- c2·1
9

rc- r·1

The equilibrium constant 1: c6 .r :=ri +-9
The ionization constant 1c: c7.r := ic 1• +

ic

·(r- 1)

·(r- 1)

r- ic i

·
·(r- l)

9

r r- r 1.
The Induction fraction f: c8 .r :=fi + -- ·(r- 1)

9
Rec-Re 1·
The circuit resistance Rc:c9 :=Re 1• +
·(r- l)
,r
9
The conduct. cut-off Tc: c10.r := Tc i +
-2

c2 • 1 :=1.27·10

-2

c2 , 2 :=2.54· 10

-2

c 2 •3 := 3.81-10

cS,J := 0.01411

c5 , 4 := 0.01411

cs.s :=0.0032

-2

c2 , 6 := 2.54· 10

-2

c2 •7 :=3.81·10

-2

c2 •8 := 5.08· 10

-2

c 2 , 9 := 1.27· 10

-2

c2 • 10 :=1.27·10

·(r- 1)

c5 , 2 :=0.01411

-2

c2 .s := 1.27·10

9

c5 • 1 :=0.01411

-2

c2 •4 := 5.08·10

Tc r- Tc i

c5 ,6 :=0.0032
c5 , 7 :=0.0032
c5 •8 := 0.0032
c 5 , 9 := 0.005

c5 • 10 :=0.009

Initial parameter 1 p 0 :

pp l,r := Pl·+
l

Initial parameter 3 a0 :

pp3.r :=P3·+
l

Initial parameter 2 R0 :

PP2,r :=P2 i +

Pl r- Pl i

·(r- 1)

9
P3 r- P3 i

9
P2r- P2 i

9

-(r-1)

-(r- 1)

PP2,r=R(lOOO,cs,r)
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L- Henries
C- Farads

0.013

0.025

0.038

0.051

I - Meters

1.2· 104

1.2°104

4
i.2.10

4
t.2.10

C1 -

U0 - Volts

,:· .Q..... .~.:~....~.~:.... }:.~:JQ:.......~. .~.:.~.Q:..... ..~.:~.:.~.Q:......
O.Ol4

0.014

0.014

0.014

1.22

1.22

1.22

1.22

C2-

'Y - Dimensionless

4
4
1.81· 104 1.81· 104 1.81· 10 1.81· 10

IC -

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
................................
······················
..........................................
.
0

w.

0

: 7
l. 1-10

PP= . &, O
)

'.J O 1100

0

0

7
7
7
1· 10 1-10 1-10

P1 : pressure
:

100

100

%........ T............... ............... ...............

100
100 jlOO
······························r······
..·····

.~.2.... .l.?..:.~.Q.: .~:.!.2~..~.:}.9~..~.:.~Q~..?..:.~2:1.?..:.~.Q::
. . "al<r> := m1t
. . (c<r> , pp<r> , temp (c<r> , pp<r>))

1rutt

~·

0
:0

0.192
-140

0.192
-140

0.192
-140

initial = " .........
0 .........................
2.2M· l03 ........................
2.733· 103 .........................
103 . .
3.099°103 ...........
3.407·._............
~

4

4

0
5.10-4
5.10-4
5.10
5· 10
..................................
...........................................................................

26
26
6
26
'; ...0. .................
3.227·
10 2.651· la2 2.337· 10 2.126°10
.,. ...................................... ........................................
..............

P2: Resistance
P3: Radius
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Next. we test out all the functions for sett-consistency:

mm := c<I>

yy := initial<l>

6
p( yy, mm) =- 3.718• 10

7

Pressure:

Pl ·I =1·10

Resistance:

D1D1i

P2j=100

)2

=100

o(yy,mm)·1t·(yy3

Radius:

P3i = 5•10

Voltage:

mm4 =1.4•104

The Inductance L:

L..=mo

The capachanco C:

C=m1

The electrode gap I:

~

The Integration constant C1:

¢1 =~

The Initial Voltage Uq:

UO"'rT\4

Conduc. Prop. Constant ¢2:

c:2=11'6

The equ!fibrlum constant

'Y: "f=lr6

The Induction constant K:

-4

-4

The param!!ler yector Is g!yan by

K="'7

yy3 = 5·10

Illlllz.yy1

=-l.4•104

o(yy, mm)·1t·(YY3)2

Charge:

mm 1·mm4 = 0.192

yy0 =0.192

- 140
122.93 1
9
DD(O,yy, mm) = 9.704~ 10

2.557
- 3.255• 1030
- 140
122.931
1

1

nn(o , initial< >,c< > ) = 9.704·109
2.557
- 3.255· la3°
Next. we lnltlallze the time steps to tal<e:

Specify beginning and ending times:

6

0 := 0· 10-6
t 1 :=50·10

t

fit :=2·10-

so that we take

steps := floor (

t

1- 0)
~t

l

9

Seconds
Seconds
Seconds

steps = 2.5• 104

Because Mathcad doesn't have loops in the macro language, we have to define 1o separate runs.
We write to the same data file.
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B.u.n: number := 1

num :=number- 1

next := 1111 ·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=on(t,y,c<nlDDm>) J(t,y) :=n(t ,y,c<number>)
9
6
RS :=stiflb(initial<numm> ,t 0 ,t 1,steps,o,J)
param0 :=co.numbc:r·10
param1 :=ci. numm·l0
2
Paramz :=c2,numbc:r·lO
param3 :=c3,numbcr
We write data to disk:
-3

kk := 0, 1.. 100

d := floor( s::s)
6

datakk,O := RSd·kk.o·lO

Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs

param4 :=c4,numbcr· 10

params := cs.number

param6 :=c6,numbc:r

param7 := c7,numbcr

params :=ppl,numbc:r

param9 := PP2, number
6
·- t 1· 10
param11 .-

da~. 2 :=- l ·RSd·lck, 2·1oCurrent in kA

paramlO := pp3,nwnbcr
9
param12 := At·10
param14 :=2

datakk. 3 := RSd·lck. 3

param16 := 4

param11 := 5

datakk. 4 := RSd·kk, 4·10

Channel Radius in mm paramts :=6

param19 :=7

Paramzo :=s

Paramz1 :=9

da~ .s := RSd-kk,S

Plasma Density in Nim

Paramz2·:= 10

p~ := next

Internal Energy in J/m
3

data 101 ,0 :=next

param13 := Cg, nwnber
paramlS :=3

data 101 , 1 := next data 101 .2 :=next data101 ,3 := next data101 .4 := next data101 .s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) := data
WRITEPRN(parameters) :=param

B.u.n: number :=2

num := number- 1

next := llll·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=oo(t,y,c<number>) J(t,y) := JJ(t, y,c<number>)
9
6
RS := Stiffb(initial<nwnbcr>, t O• t 1, steps, D,J)
param0 :=co.nwnbcr·10
param1 :=cl.number· 10
2

Paramz :=c2.nwnber· lO

We write data to disk:
kk := O, 1.. 100

d := floor( s~:s)

6
datakk,O := RSd·u.o· 10 Time in Microseconds
datalck, t := RSd·lck, 1

Charge in Coulombs

datakk. 2 :=- 1·RSd·kk, 2· loCurrent in kA
dataklc,3 :=RSd·klc,3

Internal Energy In Jim

-3

param4 :=c4,numbcr·l0
param6 := c6,nwnbc:r

param7 :=c7.nwnber

param8 := PP1 . number

param9 := PP2, number
6
param 11 := t 1· 10

paramlO := PP3,number
9
param12 :=At·10
param14 :=2

param13 :=cs.nwnber
paramlS := 3

paramt6 :=4
param11 := 5
3
da~. 4 :=RSd·kk, 4·10 Channel Radius in mm param18 :=6
param19 :=7
Paranlzo := 8
Paramz1 := 9
dat~.s := RSHk,S
Plasma Density in Nim Paramz := 10
p~ := next
2
3
data 101 . 0 := next data101 1 := next data 101 .2 := next data101 ,3 :=next data101 . 4 := next data 101 .s := next
WRITEPRN(datas) := data

WRITEPRN (parameters) :=param
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Bun: number := 3

num :=number- l

next := 1111 ·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) := DD (t,y,c<number>) J{t,y) := JJ (t,y,c<number>)
6

RS := stiffb(inilial<.oumber> ,t 0 ,t 1,steps,D,J)

paraml := c1,number·l0

We write data to disk:

param3 := c3,ownber

kk := O, l.. 100
da~.o

params :=cs. number

d :=floor(s::)
6

:= RSd·k.k, 0·10

Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs

param6 :=c6,numbcr

Param, :=c7.number

params :=ppl,number

param9 := pp2,nwnber

paramlO := PPJ ,number

param 11 := t 1·10

6

9

param12 :=&·10

paraml3 :=cs. number

param14 := 2

paramlS :=3

param16 :=4

param11 := 5

Channel Radius in mm param 18 :=6

param19 :=7

Internal Energy in Jim
da~. 4

3

:= RSd·k.k. 4·10

da~.s := RSd·k.k,S

data 101 ,0 := next

Parailli1 := 9
P~o:=8
Plasma Density in Nim Para.Oli := 10
p~ := next
2
data 101 . 1 :=next data 101 ,2 := next data101 . 3 := next data 101 , 4 := next data 101 .s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data
WRITEPRN(parameters) := param
B.un:number:=4

num := number - 1

next := 1111·number

We useasolverwithan implicit approach: D(t,y) :=DD(t,y,c<.oumber>) J(t,y) := JJ(t , y,c<.oumber>)
6
9
RS :=Sliflb(initial<.oumber> ,t o •t 1,steps,D,J)
param0 := co.oumber·10
param1 := cl,oumber·l0
2

Para.Oli :=c2,oumber·lO

We write data to disk:
kk := 0, 1..100

-3

d := floor(s::s)
6

datak.k,o := RSH1c.o·l0

Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs

da~. 2 :=- l ·RSH1c, 2·loCurrent in kA
dat~. 3 := RSd·k.k, 3

Internal Energy in Jim
3

dalaictc. 4 := RSd·k.k. 4· 10
dat~ .s := RSd·k.k,S

data 101 ,0 := next

param4 := c4,number· l0
param6 := c6,numbcz-

Param, := c7,oumber

params := ppl,oumber

param9 :=pp2,nwnbcr

paramlO :=pp3,number
9
param 12 :=61'10

param 11 := t i · 10

param14 :=2

paramlS := 3

param16 := 4

param17 := 5

Channel Radius in mm param18 := 6
param20 := 8
Plasma Density in Nim P~ := 10

6

param13 := cs.number

param19 := 7
param21 :=9
param23 : = next

data 101 . 1 := next data 101 . 2 := next data 101 ,3 := ne.xt data101 .4 := next data 101.s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data

WRITEPRN (parameters) := param
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Blm: number := 5

num :=number- 1

next := 1111·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=DD(t,y,c<numbcr>) J(t,y) :=JJ(t,y,c<numbcr>)
9
6
RS := stiftb(initial<nwnbcr> , t o •t 1,steps,D,J)
param0 :=co.numbcr·10
param 1 :=c1.ownbcr· l0
2
Paranlz := c2.ownbcr' lO
We write data to disk:
-3

kk :=0, 1..100

d :=floor(s::s)

param4 := c4,oumbcr'l0
param6 :=c6.oumbcr

param7 :=c7.numbcr

param8 := ppl,oumbcr

param9 :=pp2,numbcr

paramlO := PP3,oumbcr

param 11 := t 1·10

param12 :=&t·l09

paraml3 :=cs.nwnbcr

param14 :=2

paramlS :=3

param16 := 4
3
da~. 4 :=RSd·k.k. 4·10 Channel Radius in mm paraml8 :=6

param11 := 5

Paranlzo :=8

Paranlz1 :=9

6

da~.o := RSd·kk.o·10 Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs
datakk. 2 :=- l·RSd·k.k, 2·10Current in kA
Internal Energy in J/m

datakk, 3 :=RSd·kk.3

Plasma Density in Nim

data101 .0 := next

6

param19 :=7

param23 := next
data 101 . 1 :=next data101 .2 := next data 101 .3 :=next data101 .4 := next data101 .5 :=next
param22 := 10

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data
WRITEPRN( parameters) := param

Blul: number :=6

num := number - I

next:= llll·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=oo(t,y,c<number>) J(t, y) :=JJ(t , y,c<number>)
6
9
RS := Stiftb (initial<nwnbcr> ,t 0 ,t 1,steps, o,J)
param0 :=co,ownbcr·l0
param1 :=ci.nwnbcr· l0
2
Paranlz :=c2,numbcr·IO
We write data to disk:
-3

kk := 0, 1.. 100

d :=floor(s::s)
6

da~.o :=RSd-kk:,o·l0 Time in Microseconds
dat3kk.i := RSd·kk,l
da~. 2

Charge in Coulombs

:=- l ·RSHu·lOCurrent in kA

param4 :=c4,oumbcr·l0
param6 :=c6,oumbcr

param7 :=c7,ownbcr

param8 := PP1, ownbcr

param9 :=pp2,oumbcr
6
param 11 := t 1·10

paramlO := PP3,oumbcr
9
param12 :=fit· 10
param14 :=2

Internal Energy in J/m

paraml3 := c8,numbcr
param15 :=3

param 17 :=5
param16 :=4
3
datakk, 4 := RSd·kk. 4· 10 Channel Radius in mm param18 := 6
param19 :=7
p~ 1 := 9
Paranlzo :=8
Plasma Density in Nim
datakk,5 :=RSd·kk,5
PaTamz2 := 10
param23 := next
data101 ,0 :=next daLa101 . 1 := nexl data101.2 :=next data 101.3 := next Qata101 .4 :=next data 101 .5 := next
WRITEPRN(datas) :=data

WRITEPRN( parameters) :=param
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Run: number := 7

num :=number - 1

next := 1111 ·number

We use a solver with an Implicit approach: D(t, y) :=oo(t,y,c<.oumbcr>) J(t,y) :=n(t,y,c<numbcr>)
9
6
RS :=stiffb(initial<numbcr> ,t 0 ,t 1,steps,o ,J)
Paranlo :=co.numbcr·10
param 1 :=c 1.n1J111bcr· 10
2
Paralllz := c2,numbcr 10
P~ :=c3,numbcr
We write data to disk:
0

kk := 0, 1 .. 100

d :=floor( s~:s)
6

dal3ick,o := RSHk,o·lO

Time In Microseconds
Charge In Coulombs

-3

param4 := c4,numbcr·l0
param6 :=c6,numbcr

P~

param8 := PPi. nwnbcr

param9 :=pp2.numbcr

paramlO :=pp3,nwnbcr

param 11 :=t i· 10

:=c7,nwnbcr
6

9

param12 := tit-10

param13 := cs.number

param 14 :=2

paramlS :=3

param16 := 4
3
datitt. 4 := RSd·kk, 4·10 Channel Radius in mm param1s :=6

param 17 := 5

Paralllzo := 8

Panmlz1 :=9

param.zz := lO

p~

datitt. 2 :=- l ·RSH:1c. z" loCurrent in kA
Internal Energy in Jim

Plasma Density in Nim

datitt.s := RSd-lclc,S
data101 ,0 := next

param19 := 7
3 := next

data101 . 1 :=next data 101 .2 :=next data 101 ,3 := next data 101 .4 := next data 101 ,s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) := data
WRITEPRN( parameters) := param

Run: number :=8

num := number- 1

next := llll·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=DD(t,y,c<nwnbcr>) J(t, y) :=JJ(t, y, c<nwubcr>)
6
9
RS :=Stiffb(initial<numbcr> ,t o•t l , steps,D,J)
param0 :=co.numbcr·10
param1 :=c1.numbcr·l0
2

Paralllz := c2. nwnbcr· 10

We write data to disk:
kk :=O, 1.. 100

-3

d :=floor( s::s)

param6 :=c6,numbcr

P~

param8 := ppl ,numbcr

param9 := pp2, nwnbcr

paramlO := PP3.numbcr
9
param12 :=tit-10

param 11 := t 1·10

param14 :=2

paramlS := 3

param16 :=4

param 17 := 5

Channel Radius in mm param1s := 6

param 19 := 7

Paramzo :=s

Para.Inz 1 : = 9

Pararnzz :=10

parrunz 3 := next

6
datitt.o :=RSd-klc,o·l0 Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs
datakk. 2 :=-1 ·RSd·kk.z" loCurrent in kA
Internal Energy In Jim

dataklc,3 :=RSd·lclc. 3
3

datakk. 4 :=RSd·kk. 4·10

Plasma Density in Nim
data 101 ,0 := next

param4 := c4,numbcr·l0

:=c7, numbcr
6

param13 :=cs.nwnbcr

data 101 . 1 := next data 101 .2 := next data 101 .3 := next data 101 . 4 :=next data101.s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data
WRITEPRN ( oarameters) := oaram
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8Jm: number :=9

num :=number- 1

next:= llll·number

We use a solver with an Implicit approach: D(t,y) :=oo(t,y,c<iwmba'>) 1(t,y) := JJ(t, y,c<number>)
9
6
' Stt'ffb(·101'tt'al<numba'> ,t ,t ,steps, D ,
RS .=
param0 .-c0.numba' 10
param1 :=c1 ,DIDDbcr. 10
0 1
2
ParaIDz :=c2.numba'·l0
We write data to disk:

1)

kk :=0,1..100

d := floor(s~:s)

6
daUU.o :=RSd-k1c.o·l0 Time In Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs

dat8icJc.1 := RSd-kk, 1

·-

-3

param4 :=c4,numba'· l0
param6 :=c6,numba

params :=cs.nwnba

ParaDlg :=ppl,numba'

P~

Par.llll.r :=c7,numba
:=pp2,numbcr
6
param 11 := t 1·10

paramlO :=pp3,numba'
9

param12 := 6t·l0

param13 :=c8,numbcr

param14 :=2

paramlS :=3

paraml6 :=4
3
datakk, 4 :=RSd·kk. 4·10 Channel Radius in mm paramts :=6
ParaIIlzo := 8
Plasma Density in Nim

param11 :=5

Internal Energy in J/m

param19 :=7
ParaIIlz1 := 9

=

ParaIDi3 := next

ParaIDz2 : 10

data 101 .0 :=next

data 101 .1 := next data101 .2 := next data101 .3 := next data 101 ,4 := next ·data101 .s := next

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data
WRITEPRN(parameters) := pararn

B.Yn: number := 10

num :=number- 1

next:= llll·number

We use a solver with an implicit approach: D(t,y) :=oo(t,y,c<numba'>) 1(t,y) :=n(t,y,c<numtxr>)
9

RS :=Stiffb(initial<numbcr>, t o•t 1,steps,0,1)

param0 :=co.numba-·10

We write data to disk:

ParaIDz :=c2 numba·lO

6

param1 :=ci.numbcr· 10

2

kk :=O, 1..100

d :=floor( s~:;)

6
datakk.o := RSd·lck,o·l0 Time in Microseconds
Charge in Coulombs
datakk, 2 :=- 1·RSd·kk. 2 • loCurrent in kA
Internal Energy in J/m

-3

param4 :=c4.numbcr·10
param6 :=c6,numba

P~

params :=ppl,numba

P~

paramlO :=pp3,numba
9
param12 := M· 10

param13 :=cs.number

param14 :=2

param16 :=4
3
datakk. 4 := RSd·kk.4·10 Channel Radius in mm param18 :=6
Paranlio := 8
Plasma Dens ity in N/m
ParaIDi2 := 10
data 101 ,0 :=next

:=c7,numbcr

:=pp2,numbcr
6
param 11 := t 1.10
paramlS :=3
param17 :=5
param19 :=7
param21 :=9
3 :=next

p~

data101 . 1 :=next data 101 .2 :=next data 101 .3 :=next data 101 .4 :=next data101 ,5 := next

WRITEPRN(datas) :=data
WRITEPRN(parameters) :=param

